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Asian Coalition for Housing Rights

The Decent Poor Program
（2013-2014）
ACHR's Decent Poor Program with the support
of Selavip is entering its third year
The Decent Poor program is a tool to help
communities and community networks to
develop their own systems in ensuring that even
the very poorest community members will not be
excluded from taking part in the upgrading and
housing initiatives being developed in their
settlements, even if they cannot afford to take
loans or make payments for houses.
The program begins with the premise that any
urban poor housing process which excludes the
poorest and most vulnerable is not solving
problems but creating new ones. In this kind of
slum upgrading, everyone is in the boat, no
matter how much they can or can't afford to pay.
The program allows community groups to
explore a variety of alternative low-cost construction
techniques to build houses for the poorest families,
with a grant subsidy of only US$500 per family, and
a ceiling of US$10,000 per country
From 2013-2014 in 13 countries 413 of the
poorest families have each received a house. The
budget was US$200,000

For further information
achr@achr.net
website : www.achr.net

Cambodia

Training on Settlement National Survey
This training opened on 16 December 2013 at the
Community Development Training Center. The

participants were 75 people from the provincial
government, city district, khan community saving
network of Cambodia, ACHR,
UNHABITAT
and
community
architect network of Cambodia. This
training explained to all participants on
the working process on how to fill
information in settlement national
survey form and on how to make
action plans for city-wide upgrading.
For further information:
info@cdfcambodia.net
www.cdfcambodia.net
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Europe

Extreme Poverty in Europe
（Posted by JESC On October 19, 2013）	
 
I. The 26 million unemployed in the EU include 5.5
million young people (under 25 years), twice the
proportion as in the whole population. 14 million are
‘NEETS’ – ‘Not in Education, Employment or
Training’. 40% of those who leave school
prematurely become unemployed. Whereas 35% of
new jobs require ‘high skills’, 20% of school-leavers
have what are formally recognized as ‘low-skills’.
Even in so complex a field as poverty therefore,
education is a powerful key towards improvement.
Yet under the pressure on public budgets of the
economic crisis, education cuts have been made in
two-thirds of member states. In 19 states, the cut is
‘relative’, that is, as a proportion of GDP: in 10 states
it is an absolute cut. In this way, to limit public debt,
we threaten any coherent response to the crisis.
II. Whereas in the heat of the crisis, banks often drew
down immense state funds to enable a new start (so
fuelling in turn the debt crisis of states) almost
nothing has been done by states to enable a fresh start
for persons who acquired credit-fuelled debt. Many
people can never escape from the trap that their
future income, as soon as it rose above the formal
minimum income, was attached by banks (including
those banks that themselves required rescue with
public funds). Family poverty is both the expression
and a further cause of the structural crisis. The
European Parliament has worked hard to stabilize
finance sector: but naturally such macro-level work
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scarcely touches the consciousness of citizens cast
adrift from the formal economy.
III. In a digital age, the lack of a basic bank account
itself constitutes a form of social exclusion. 50
million adult EU citizens still lack a bank account, so
they find it much harder to rent an apartment, to get a
salary, to receive and pay money safely. The
Parliament advocates for basic banking services to be
free (or at least ‘affordable’, up to 13-14 Euros per
year): but there are awkward problems to be resolved
about access, about short-term overdraft facilities and
fair credit, and about access to those living away
from their native countries.
There is no single market in banking, so the
regulations in member states are diverse. That seems
reasonable: but unless the diverse systems are
coherent, we no longer inhabit, economically
speaking, the ‘same European space’. Unexpectedly,
such specific issues threw light on wider problems of
the ‘construction of Europe’: and responding
effectively to extreme poverty would itself promote
the construction of Europe.
Excerpts from an article By Frank Turner
For further information:
http://jesc.eu/
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Pakistan

Arif Hasan on Pakistan and OPP
Dear Father
Thank you so much for your greetings. They
mean a lot in the world in which we live in Pakistan
today. Previously, whenever we have had a crisis I
have known how to react and to participate politically
encountering it. For the first time, I am at a loss and
do not know how to react or what to do.
Close friends and acquaintances have been
targeted and killed and I fear very much for Anwar
Rashid who has now been given police protection. I
had given up my involvement with the OPP but after
Perween's murder the involvement has resurfaced.
Salim has replaced Perween and is doing a very
good job inspite of the fact that an attempt on his life
was also made. After the attack on Salim, we have
shifted the RTI office to the URC. Things are not

going to be normal in Karachi for a long time to
come and we have to survive in this milieu. Life goes
on.
Dear Father, I see conflict everywhere today…
wherever I go. The post war world is dead and its
neo-liberal replacement already has problems but
there is no new vision. We need to create this vision
just as we had envisaged a new world in the 70's and
80's.
With best wishes and respects,
Your friend
Arif
For further information:
arifhasan37@gmail.com

Philippines

Saying Goodbye to Father Bebot
On May 13, we got the sad news from May Domingo
that Father Norberto Carcellar, a long-time friend of
ACHR and SDI, had died that morning in his room at
the Vincentian seminary on Tandang Sora Avenue, in
Quezon City, where the Homeless Peoples Federation
Philippines has had its headquarters for many years.
Father Carcellar (or "Father Bebot" as he was
affectionately known inside the Philippines) devoted
his energies to the poor during the whole course of
his long career as a Catholic priest.
But in the late 1980s, he made a
big shift from running churchbased welfare programs among the
waste-pickers who lived around
the garbage dump in Payatas to
supporting the development of
self-help savings groups, which
began showing the waste-pickers
that they could solve their own
problems of housing, livelihood,
children and health through their
own savings and organization.
These self-help savings groups
among the waste-pickers began
reaching out to poor communities
in other parts of Manila and in
other cities. In 1989, they all came

together in Payatas for their first assembly, and the
Homeless People's Federation was born.
That community process that Father Bebot helped
start in Payatas is now a national people's movement.
The Homeless People's Federation is active in 33
cities, and uses community-managed savings as the
core strategy of a community-led development
process which includes citywide mapping, land
acquisition,
community
upgrading,
house
construction, disaster planning and rehabilitation,
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city-fund management and partnership with
government. Father Norberto, as the director of
PACSII, the federation's NGO partner, has played a
very difficult and delicate role of supporting all these
activities and nurturing all this growth, through good

times and bad, while standing quietly at the back, and
letting the community leaders do the talking.
For further information
vmsdfi@info.com.ph

Philippines

Fr John Carroll SJ:
Requiescat in Pace
  

Fr John Carroll SJ spent decades studying and
speaking out on social issues in the country. He is the
founder of the Institute on Church and Social Issues
in the Philippines, which was later renamed after
him．Fr. Carroll died in the afternoon of July 17,
2014. He was 90 years old. Our prayers.
For former information
www.jceao.net
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The Asian Coalition for Community Action Approach to
Slum Upgrading
By	
 the East Asia and Pacific Sustainable Infrastructure Unit
The World Bank, August 2013
Executive Summary
This paper is a review of the Asian Coalition for
Community Action (ACCA) Program operated by the
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights (ACHR). The
objective is to present a general assessment of the
main characteristics of the program and a preliminary
examination of what ACCA has accomplished in
three years of operation. The analysis compares
ACCA’s approach to the provision of housing and
infrastructure in low-income areas, to more common
ways of managing slum upgrading and housing
finance.
The analysis shows that, in the countries where
the macroeconomic and institutional context exclude
the urban poor from financial solutions and access to
4

services, the community finance mechanisms
implemented through ACCA and the creation of
community development funds offer a reliable
alternative in the provision of housing and
infrastructure for low-income communities. This
alternative does not aim to replace already existing
institutional and financial structures, but through its
incremental process, promotes deep transformational
and systemic changes.
The program achieves this through relatively
simple steps, but is conceptually elaborate in that it
addresses a composite nexus of market and
government failures, which affect the urban poor and
diminish the dynamism and livability of the cities
where they live. The program carries out four

SELAVIP

functions: it subsidizes small scale infrastructure,
provides finance, gets involved in land market
development by securing land rights for slum
dwellers, and often provides them architectural and
planning assistance.
When compared with other approaches to
upgrading low income areas, such as public housing
or sites and services programs, ACCA appears to
perform well through its carefully-designed and
targeted subsidy, its capacity to detect “signals of
seriousness” on the part of the community (thereby
targeting assistance to those who value it the most),
and its capacity to slow down the process of real
estate development in ways that reduce some of the
speculative waves that often characterize urban
redevelopment. Furthermore, the demand-side
orientation, augmented where necessary by technical
assistance, promises to provide a more efficient way
to channel resources so that poor people become
more engaged in addressing their circumstances. Not
only does the community’s involvement as decisionmakers have a strong role to play on the cost
effectiveness of the investments undertaken, it also
creates communities which have successfully
interacted with local government in ways that are
likely to lead to deeper and more constructive
engagement with their local officials.
This preliminary assessment of the assistance
provided by ACCA suggests that it has a
transformational, systemic effect. The ACCA
program achieves this through a small subsidy that
can elicit major and seemingly on-going actions.
While ACCA has only been in operation for 3 years
and its longer-term impacts have not yet been fully
evaluated, this particular form of demand-responsive
action has been previously implemented successfully
on a national level, through the Community
Organization Development Institute (CODI) in
Thailand. ACCA has successfully pushed this
approach on a broader regional scale to a number of
poor, institutionally weak countries.
For the complete text see:
achr@loxinfo.co.th
www.achr.net
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Inequality
by Raymund L. Fernandez
And so he walked into Starbucks that morning and
wondered how much of all this was real or just
company policy. He read in the internet how this
coffee chain wrote the book on customer service.
"Rarely will you see a dispute, argument or even mild
debate within the walls of a Starbucks. It simply
doesn't happen because keeping the costumer happy
is the the foundation of the business."
It seems to make sense. But he is only a writer,
and so if his readers were his customers he wondered
how this would translate. Is it the foundation of his
writing to keep his "customers" happy? Will he
become a big success because of that?
But the news that day was all about Pope Francis
sending his cardinal to Davos to deliver a message to
the World Economic Forum, WEF, a gathering of the
world's leading business elite. And his message was
all about the problem of inequality.
"Do more for the poor!" said his cardinal. And
soon enough there followed a flood of reactions from
international media highlighted by statistics from
Oxfam, a UK-based charitable group which claimed
that "85 people on earth control as much wealth as
the bottom half of the world's population", which was
estimated at 3.2 billion people. And of course he
wondered if the latter number included him and the
lady who served him his Starbucks coffee. Though he
had not much proof, it seemed likely.
The coffee was not exactly the best he had ever
tasted but it was good, he guessed, according to
company standards. And he guessed it would be the
same quality coffee he would be getting if he were in
an establishment like this in New York or Beijing.
But his mind did not dwell too much on this as it
inevitably meandered down the coffee supply chain.
And his imaginings brought him to high mountains
where good coffee mostly grow. He pictured in his
mind the countless men, women and children who
actually grew the coffee on land they did not own.
And then the harvest and the cleaning, the roasting,
and the putting into sacks for transporting to
distribution centers, finally ending up in his morning
cup. And there he saw, sort of, the graphic
representation of the numbers quoted by Oxfam, the
complex and tragic sadness of its meanings.
And it seemed the same complex and tragic
sadness of this new pope and the church he now
leads. He is not the first pope to raise the issue. The
8

issue goes back all the way to the beginnings of the
industrial age over a century ago and then for
thousands of years before that. Once we called it an
issue between subject and king, serf and lord, slave
and master. And then it became an issue between the
worker and the factory owner, labor and capital.
Whatever name it came by through the years, it was
nearly the same story retold over and over again.
It is always the story of human misery. Or at least
of relative human misery since everything in
contemporary times is really only relative. It seems
abject only when it gets to the news. Such as with
refugees all over the world stretching from Tacloban
and Bantayan all the way to Syria and Africa.
How is this story to be resolved? At the other end
of the spectrum of human misery there is also the
story of emancipation and liberation. This too is part
of the story though it is true that we are emancipated
and liberated not nearly enough. And the story is
always different depending on the perspective of the
one who is telling it. For those who have, the story is
only one requiring a bit of charity. For those who
have not, it is a story best told in the language of
change and revolution. In between the two, it matters
a lot that Pope Francis has come to inform us with
some finality that the theory of "trickle down", thus
far, is morally only just a meaningless pile of B.S.
After the coffee, the writer will go home to write
in clear terms his own confusion, restating more
questions, than he can, answers. The lady who served
his coffee must wait until the end of her day's hours
to go home perhaps to her family, perhaps a husband
and kids. They only survive in relative misery as best
they can dishing out each their company's customer
service policies; dishing out happiness, since this is
the very fiber which holds together the fabric of
world economy, the great foundation of all good
business, the transfer of wealth from sweat to
negotiable instrument in the pockets of the few who
never really have to dish out happiness themselves.
They have others to do that for them. They only
collect. Nothing ever really trickles down. But since
someone also said, the only true happiness comes
from giving it to others, he has to ask himself: Who
really is the more fortunate?
For further information:
Raymund Fernandez
e-mail: kinutil2013@gmail.com
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The Dream of a Better Life
by Raymund L. Fernandez
The dream of a better life drives all of us no matter
who we are and what our stations in life. This dream
is sacred and must be respected especially by those
who are more fortunate in this than others. It is this
dream which lies at the center of any correct concept
of good. It is the very embodiment of God stated in
the language of world religions. More than charity,
more than all human sense of justice, it is this respect
for poor people's dreams which is our most important
value. It is what makes us all equal to each other.
And it is for this reason that all our Gods place a
great value to sharing even if, or perhaps precisely
because, the human-animal's tendency is always to
own, to hoard and compete, to grab, to do battle over
the most absurd things, things like territory and
possessions. While, some interpret these tendencies
as contributive to the rise and fall of empires over
history, it is high time we take the next step in human
evolution. And this next step must be defined by the
value of sharing and tolerance, a morality that points
us to peace, cooperation and conviviality, a refusal to
kill and destroy.
Can we imagine a better world? It would be a
world where we would all be free.
In times past, our freedom was best ensured by
establishing impregnable walls around ourselves so
the rest of the world may not come in to take away
what we owned. By now, we know this sort of being
free is possible only in a world of large limitless
space. In the real world of many peoples cramped
together over a small and fragile planet, this sort of
aspiring for freedom is destroying us at an
accelerating pace. The manifestations of destruction
are everywhere. We feel it in the changing of
climates. We see it in how thousands keep dying from
cataclysms resulting from the weather or from
another pointless tribal war somewhere. In the face of
so much suffering, countries have stopped hoarding
food and gold. They hoard armament instead.
Which should seem immediately absurd, except
we seldom ever think so. What we find absurd
instead is the belief that the world will be getting
better any time soon. And so we tell ourselves,
everything will just continue as it does now. Better to
build our walls even higher, buy ourselves a gun and
station armed guards at the gates. The dream of a
better world is simply that: A dream, pointless and

impossible. Reality is what stares us in the face every
day.
Which only tells us how we have lost our own
capacity to dream. Which equally tells us how we are
even worse off than the millions who are poor. This is
the tragic dreamlessness of the contemporary person,
who must limit his or her aspirations to the most
achievable and most realistic goals. This reality
starting and ending with how high, how safe, how
secure, how comfortable our walls become and will
still ever be when finally the future comes howling
and scratching at our doors.
The contemporary person is better off to learn to
live with absurdity and hold close to heart the
premise that existence is intrinsically pointless and
absurd. All our dreams are only as meaningful as the
invented constructs we hold it up with. But even so,
no matter how absurd, our dreams are sacred
nonetheless. But this would be a sacredness equal
only to how we hold sacred the dreams of other
people; especially, the weakest and poorest.
And so, while it is pointless and absurd to share
and tolerate, given how this will not solve the
problems of the world or even make it better; We
should share and tolerate nonetheless. Not because
our Gods command it. But even more fundamentally
because we feel the urge to do this in our deepest
core. We feel a pleasure from doing this, from
helping, from seeing the good act being done, from
feeling this goodness inside us; even if and perhaps
more importantly when they go against the grain of
our most base animal instincts. And all the more so
when they go against the grain of reason.
This feeling tells us there is something inside us
which is not quite realistic, not quite rational and
given to dreaming the most absurd dreams. And then
we are led to wonder if we are a little bit more than
animal, even a little bit more than human. Is this a
concept of salvation which is absurd and without
basis in provable scientific fact? We cannot tell with
absolute certainty. But we know there is inside us a
voice of a quiet child-like innocence, a disturbing
voice we cannot always obey. But it is there every
time we wait to listen.
For further information:
Raymund Fernandez
e-mail: kinutil2013@gmail.com
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Know Your City:
Discussing Community-Collected Data at the
World Urban Forum 7
Thursday, 10 April 2014
By Ariana MacPherson, SDI Secretariat
There has been a lot of discussion at this week’s
World Urban Forum about the use of data as a key
tool in the development of inclusive, sustainable
cities. Key to this discussion is how data can be used
in the cities of Africa, Asia and Latin America, most
of which still face major challenges around urban
poverty and whose city development strategies, for
the most part, continue to exclude the large majority
of these cities’ populations – the urban poor. But
yesterday at SDI’s networking event, a strategically
different approach to data was presented and
discussed. The Know Your City campaign – a global
campaign for gathering citywide data on slums as the
basis for inclusive partnerships between the urban
poor and their local governments – was presented as
a critical component of the push for urban data. When
communities of the urban poor collect data about
their own communities, in partnership with their local
and national governments, they are armed with the
necessary tools to become key players in the
development of strategies of urban development that
take into account the realities and needs of the city’s
urban poor majority.
In our networking event, delegates from SDIaffiliated urban poor federations and support NGOs,
the SDI Secretariat, and key international networks
and agencies discussed the importance of this
campaign in greater detail. Jack Makau of the SDI
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Secretariat spoke on the history of SDI’s data
collection strategies. SDI-affiliated federations of the
urban poor have been collecting information about
themselves for decades. This data has led to
upgrading projects in affiliates across Africa, Asia
and Latin America, and has formed the basis of largescale slum upgrading interventions in India, South
Africa, Zimbabwe, Kenya and more recently,
Uganda.
In the last year, however, the SDI network has
begun to standardize and aggregate this data in a way
that we have not been able to before. This means that
urban poor communities have expanded their scope –
from collecting data only about the settlements where
they live, to collecting data on all the slum
settlements in their cities. This includes demographic,
spatial and economic information that allows for a
picture of the whole city – data that can be used to
drive communities’ negotiations with local
government for slum upgrading and development at
the citywide scale. The accuracy and ownership of
the data is enhanced because it is collected and used
by communities in discussions with city governments
on upgrading plans and programs, meaning that the
communities themselves have a greater stake in the
need for accurate, up-to-date information.
These claims were supported by the experiences
of SDI affiliates from Kenya and Zimbabwe.
Catherine
Sekai,
national leader of the
Zimbabwe Homeless
People’s Federation,
related
that
the
Federation, alongside
their local authority,
“profiled the entire
city
of
Harare,
settlement
by
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settlement” to identify peoples’ needs on the ground.
This led to the transfer of land by the city to the
communities for the construction of upgraded houses
in Dzivaresekwa Extension, one of Harare’s largest
slums.
Another example of the power of communitycollected data came from Irene Karanja, executive
director of Muungano Support Trust, support NGO to
the Kenyan urban poor federation Muungano wa
Wanavijiji. Karanja shared some key findings from
300 community-driven profiles from slums in 20
cities and towns across Kenya. Two central issues
emerged from these profiles: land and sanitation.
Most of the land occupied by slums in Kenya is
privatized, and currently under high threat of eviction
from developers looking to take back the land as land
values in Kenya’s cities continue to rise. Because of
the status of land ownership, interventions around
sanitation have been nearly impossible and continue
to threaten health and security of slum residents,
particularly women.
Karanja concluded her presentation by calling to
action the Kenyan government and global urban

development stakeholders, stating that, “The dialogue
[around urban development] has to change now as we
move towards Habitat III – poor people need a
chance to expose the data that we are talking about
today. Communities have data that government does
not have. Despite this, government does not want to
accept this data. It is our hope that this data can be
used in Kenya to form part of the national urban
agenda.”
Two of SDI’s key institutional partners in the
Know Your City campaign also participated in the
event – Jean Pierre Elong-Mbassi, Secretary General
of United Cities & Local Governments Africa
(UCLG-A) and Anaclaudia Rossbach, Regional
Advisor to Latin America and the Caribbean from
Cities Alliance. Elong-Mbassi reminded the group
that at least 50% of Africa’s cities are made up of
slums, and that “any mayor interested in managing a
city in a comprehensive way cannot ignore slum
dwellers.” Elong-Mbassi echoed the call to action of
the Know Your City campaign, requesting that local
governments “leave [behind] the moment where we
use second-hand data to [understand] reality,”
instead, he went on to say, “We want first-hand data
from communities to be the mine of knowledge for
the management of cities.”
Lastly, Anaclaudia Rossbach of Cities Alliance,
coming from her experience in municipal
government and her background as an economist,
went on to endorse the need for community-collected
slum data as critical to the successful implementation
of slum upgrading projects. Indeed, with SDI sitting
as a member of the Cities Alliance Executive
Committee, the Know Your City campaign is part of
the Cities Alliance medium term agenda. Rossbach
emphasized the key point that it is only feasible to
collect accurate data if the local people take
ownership of the process – a critical component of
SDI’s data-collection strategies.
For further information:
http://www.sdinet.org
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Indigenous Ideas about "Vivir Bien” (Living Well)
Can Help Heal the Planet
Plato wrote the familiar phrase: "a true creator is
necessity, which is the mother of invention." Maybe
it is not surprising, then, that the most novel
proposals for how to solve the current crisis and all
the damage it has wrought on people and the planet
aren't coming from Wall Street or the World Bank;
they're coming from the places that have suffered the
most at the hands of the economic downturn, the
tsunamis and other natural disasters, the loss of
farmland to drought and industrial farming, and the
gobbling up of forests and natural resources by
corporations.
At a recent series of events organized by Focus on
the Global South, Lilok, and other allies in the
Philippines, indigenous leaders and representatives of
different social movements and sectors met to debate
an idea they call "vivir bien." It is a Spanish phrase
meaning "to live well" that is understood to many
native communities in Latin America - where the
terms are actually sumac kawsay, suma qamaña,
and ñandereko. The Kichwa leader from Ecuador
Blanca Chancoso shared her take on this philosophy
with delegates from the Philippines, India and
Thailand. Most of them could think of a phrase in
their own mother tongue that encapsulated the same
values of social peace and harmony and balance
between human beings and nature that Chancoso
described.
She explained: "We say that living well isn't just
about having a computer or two televisions at
home… living well is having at least the right to
smile, with health, with food, with enough space so
that we don't have to think about sacrificing others so
that someone else can live better, but rather, that we
may all live well."
And while the various similar indigenous
concepts we discussed are centuries old, they are not
relegated to the past. "Vivir bien" is a living
philosophy, something that indigenous and nonindigenous scholars continue to develop, and
something certain governments, like those of Ecuador
and Bolivia, have begun to take seriously and put into
their constitutions in reference to indigenous rights
and pluri-cultural values.
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That said, many at the conference warned of the
danger of using "vivir bien" to romanticize
indigenous groups or co-opt their political struggles.
They noted the contradictions between “vivir bien”
the extractive industries actively promoted by
Ecuador, Bolivia and other states.
What is "vivir bien," and why is it relevant now?
First and foremost, it provides a powerful counterargument to the capitalist model of development that
has become so accepted that it can seem like the only
path. Capitalism is a system that pursues endless
economic growth, where business owners generate
profits to reinvest to gain more profits. When things
get hairy, capitalism delves further into the
exploitation of resources and laborers or,
increasingly, it creates fictitious value (as in futures
trading).
The reality is of course that economies can't grow
endlessly, and the notion of "vivir bien"
acknowledges this fact. It takes a holistic view, where
the wellbeing of one household or one individual is
connected to the wellbeing of others. Nobody can
"win" at living well, because it's about living in
harmony with other people and the natural
surroundings for shared survival and satisfaction.
Once we start to look closely at the meaning of
"vivir bien," it becomes quite clear that capitalism is
by nature unsustainable. There is no real "green" way
of going about capitalism when the engine of
development demands more grist for its mill each
year. And yet the system has become so ubiquitous
that it has permeated and controlled even our food
systems - what we should eat, how food is produced
and distributed.
In Thailand, for example, the corporation C.P.
Foods has in the last 15 years opened about 6,500 7Eleven stores (roughly one for every 10,000 citizens),
where their slogan roughly translates to "Think of us
when you are hungry." And, increasingly, people do,
choosing packaged foods over natural foods and
opting for the microwave instead of the local market.
This scenario contributes to the decline of small
farming, which was once a backbone of the economy.
We think of "vivir bien" as something opposed to
capitalism, but in fact, it goes beyond other “-isms,”
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too. That includes socialism, a system that can also
treat nature as merely a source of raw materials
without its own inherent value.
A key part of "vivir bien" has to do with
redistributing resources to promote equality. Not just
resources like money or food, but the sources of
wealth, like land and technology. There are many
indications that the gap between the rich and the poor
is widening, but few solutions are being offered.
To really "live well," people need decent
employment, a living wage, freedom from violence,
social protections like proper healthcare systems and
access to essential services like water and sanitation.
For does one person really "succeed" if their lifestyle
causes others to suffer?
The indigenous leaders, members of women’s
organizations, trade unionists and other delegates at
the conference talked about "vivir bien" in a very
practical way. Not as a wholesale rejection of current
levels of industrialization, or of modernization in
itself, but to highlight the limits to growth and
contradictions of the current system. They suggested
that there are ways to move toward achieving social
harmony and restoring the balance in the Earth's
natural cycles. They talked about building up local
economies and systems of exchange, about
promoting employment outside of predatory
industries in areas like restoring polluted ecosystems,
recycling and renewable energy.
Some unanswered questions remained after the
discussions, for example on the issues of whether
“vivir bien” provides insights into how to pursue
redistribution at the global level, or how it can be
used in alliance building and campaigns to challenge
the capitalist order. Participants expressed a desire to
keep exploring the issues.
These kinds of conversations between indigenous
representatives and other sectors in Latin America
and Asia are becoming more common, and they
suggest that the time has come for us to seize on

alternatives to capitalism to help solve the climate
crisis while we still can.
Boaventura de Souza Santos, a Brazilian scholar
who was one of the organizers of the World Social
Forum once described "vivir bien" in an interview,
saying: "This is new, it cannot be expressed in
English or Spanish or Portuguese or French in
adequate terms, because it comes from a non-colonial
language. And the Global North is going to hear
about this… sooner or later, they will acknowledge
there are different ways of seeing the future, in nondevelopmental ways, not in quantitative ways, but
other ways of caring for life, human life and all life
on the planet."
That is certainly our hope.
For further information:
Focus on the global south
http://focusweb.org/
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Community in Recife, Brazil Granted Land Titles
After 5 Decades of Grassroots Organizing
On March 12, 2014 after five decades of struggle to
regularize their informal housing settlement amidst
eviction threats and unfulfilled promises from past
governments, community members of Ponte do
Maduro in Northeast Brazil celebrated as the
Governor of the State of Pernambuco issued the first
land titles to residents of Chié during a special
ceremony.
At the ceremony attended by the Mayor of Recife
along with other officials and community members,
Governor Eduardo Campos announced that 500 land
titles were ready to be handed to the community of
Chié, with another 2,500 titles to go to the other three
communities that make up the settlement of Ponte do
Maduro (Santa Terezinha, Ilha de Joaneiro and Santo
Amaro). These 3,000 land titles to be distributed in
the coming weeks will reach around 40% of the
approximately 8,000 families living in the settlement
The land titles represent a significant victory in
the struggle to secure land tenure for residents living
in poverty. For women, security of tenure means not
only legal rights to property, but also access to credit,
freedom to invest in home improvements without fear
of losing the investments, empowerment to make
decisions within the household, and improved social
and economic status in the wider community.
Above all, it means recognition of the right to the
city and the right to remain in the place they built
with their own work over 5 decades.
In his speech, the governor drew attention to the
50 years of struggle, acknowledged the unfulfilled
promises by other governors, and affirmed his
commitment to fulfill the promise his own
grandfather made to ensure the rights of people who
came to Recife many years ago to escape droughts

"It was not easy and took a long time...the
bureaucrats that permeate our institutions do
not understand that the reality cannot obey the
norm. To the contrary, the norm needs to
adjust to the reality."
-Governor Eduardo Campos
State of Pernambuco
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and lack of opportunities in rural areas. He explained
that in order to deliver the land titles, he had to first
transform the area of Chié into a Special Zone of
Social Interest - ZEIS, with the full support of the
Mayor of Recife Geraldo Julio, which extended the
process. He also signed a document in which an area
within Chié was declared of social interest, thereby
protecting residents from evictions.
The Long Road to Victory
The regularization process began in October 2011.
Huairou Commission Member Espaço Feminista has
been working within the four communities of Ponte
do Maduro for more than six years to strengthen
women's participation and leadership in the land
titling process in Recife.
Through their partnerships between UN-Habitat,
government agencies, research institutions and civil
society, Espaço Feminista led a strong effort to
enable grassroots women to meaningfully participate
and influence the regularization process.
For instance, their proactive role in piloting the
Gender Evaluation Criteria in 2009 through the UNHabitat Global Land Tools Network led to dialogues
and relationship building with local government. It
was through these dialogues that the State of
Pernambuco (where Recife is located) recognized the
need to give women a central role in the
regularization process. At the World Urban Forum in
2010, the state government of Pernambuco
announced that it would cease plans to evict residents
of the community in favor of regularizing the
settlement. It also called on GLTN and its partners,
including the Huairou Commission, Espaço
Feminista, and the local committee created under the
Terms of Reference that enabled the regularization
process to take place, including Fundação Joaquim
Nabuco, a federal research foundation (FUNDAJ),
Secretaria do Patrimonio da União (SPU) and the
State of Pernambuco Housing Company (CEHAB).
The local committee was later transformed into a
participatory space and formal mechanism for full
engagement, in which community leaders joined and
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had the opportunity to influence decisions throughout
the process. The Local Committee was responsible
for monitoring the process. Despite the initial
negative reaction to the active role of grassroots
women leaders in this committee, their leadership
role in the monitoring was essential to these concrete
achievements. This joint initiative, titled "Ponte do
Maduro: Land Regularization with Gender
Equality" and coordinated through HC's Land &
Housing campaign, aimed to:
•   Ensure that the land titling process was not
gender neutral, and that it was instead implemented
from a gender-just approach through application of
the Gender Evaluation Criteria (GEC)
•   Provide legal advice to target populations
around their rights concerning land titling
•   Ensure women's full engagement and
meaningful participation in the regularization process
through the development of their knowledge of the
process and leadership within the community

•   Use the opportunity to assess how beneficial
the GEC has been to the regularization process.
Overall, the initiative focused on engendering
land governance at the local level and providing
visibility of this specific case to influential actors and
partners at the global level with the power to set topdown concepts and frameworks around land issues.
In addition to technical assistance provided during
this initiative and ongoing coordination through the
Community Resilience, Land & Housing campaign,
Huairou
Commission
has
supported
the
regularization process in Ponte do Maduro through
the MDG3 Initiative and most recently the
Transparency & Accountability Initiative. Espaço
Feminista is a key actor in HC's emerging Global
Initiative on Women's Security of Tenure.
A luta continua!
For further Information
"Huairou Commission" <info@huairou.org>
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The Houses Were Made of Cardboard:
The Story of SDI President Jockin Arputham
By John Perry
Worldwide, one billion people live in slums. By
2050, it might be two billion. India has the world’s
second largest slum population, after China. In 2009,
the government launched a plan for a ‘slum free India
in five years’: since then, slum growth has continued
unabated. Mumbai has more than nine million slum
inhabitants, up from six million ten years ago. In the
face of such statistics it is easy to be pessimistic. Yet
most slums are hives of economic and political
activity. Shack/Slum Dwellers International and its
president, Jockin Arputham, have been nominated by
the Swedish housing minister for this year’s Nobel
Peace Prize.
The movement began in Mumbai fifty years ago.
Jockin went to live in the slum district of Janata,
where ‘the houses were made of cardboard’, in 1963,
at the age of 17. He had a paid job as a carpenter but
in his spare time set up a school. His first peaceful
protest against slum conditions was to organize the
children to march to the town hall with parcels of
stinking rubbish which they deposited on the steps, to
demand a proper refuse collection service. Jockin
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soon became the main ‘agitator’ (his word) in
fighting proposals that would have led to 70,000
people in Janata losing their homes.
After 29 days squatting outside the parliament in
New Delhi, Jockin secured an interview with Indira
Gandhi. She reluctantly agreed that the demolition
wouldn’t take place until residents had been properly
consulted. Jockin insisted on having the decision in
writing. But the letter was a ruse, and officials tipped
him off that he’d be arrested when his train arrived in
Mumbai. On the city outskirts he pulled the
communication cord, escaped and spent nights
sleeping in a drainage pipe. By day he was
accompanied everywhere by crowds of women from
the community. But he was eventually arrested and
jailed more than sixty times for organizing protests,
before being forced into exile.
He returned to India when Gandhi lost power in
1977. He toured the country to set up the National
Slum Dwellers Federation (NSDF). With the Mumbai
NGO SPARC they carried out pioneering censuses of
slum settlements. With a women’s organization,
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Mahila Milan, they set up communal savings
schemes through which thousands of slum dwellers
are able to accumulate enough money to improve
their homes or invest in small businesses.
I met Jockin in 1991 on behalf of Homeless
International. He wanted me to meet the state housing
minister to hear about his attitudes towards slum
dwellers. We went for dinner. Jockin hardly spoke as
the minister explained how the slum problems were
being solved. The next day, Jockin took me on a
whirlwind tour by train and auto rickshaw. In
Goregaon I met Sita Shivaji, who’d been forced out
of a slum settlement by the authorities and dumped
15 miles outside the city. She was working with 51
other families in a self-build project financed through
a savings scheme. Ten miles away in Jankalyan, I met
Yasoda Vilas, who’d also been in a displaced
community, this one living in shacks alongside a
railway line. Community pressure secured them a
building plot where 115 families were just about to
start work. Fifty other railway dwellers’ groups were
working with NSDF and SPARC on similar self-build
projects.
In the centre of Mumbai, Dharavi is thought to be
Asia’s biggest slum, housing perhaps a million
people within one square mile. There I met a Muslim
woman, Farida, whose family with 325 others had
also faced eviction, this time by the army. She was

one of ten activists arrested for refusing to move.
They were eventually allocated land in Dharavi only
to find their ‘plot’ was a stinking pond. They spent
months filling it and then building very basic new
houses.
In 1996, Jockin started Shack/Slum Dwellers
International, which has grown to cover 33 countries
across three continents. It’s probably the world’s
biggest and most effective network for south-south
exchange among poor people, inspired by the cooperative models and peaceful forms of protest that
Jockin pioneered in Mumbai.
In Brazil its affiliate Interação is also promoting
savings schemes. Dilma Rousseff’s government,
determined to tidy up the favelas before the World
Cup, has resorted to force. But, as Jockin’s work has
shown, repression and forced removals don’t work.
Eventually, slum dwellers have to be engaged in
finding ways to meet their needs in the places where
they already live.
This article originally appeared on the London
Review of Books blog on 11 June 2014.
For further information:
www.sdinet.org
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Slum Profiling in India from the 1960s
by Shekar Mulyan

The practice of profiling slums started in Bombay
when slum dwellers were exposed to slum
eradication in the 1960s and '70s. Shekar Mulyan
recalls his experiences at a young age.
I, Shekar, was born in a Bombay slum, in a slum
composed by migrant workers. My father and Jockin
were the first generation leaders. I was six years old
when the eviction happened that changed the way we
would organize communities. Baba Atomic Centre
owned the land where we lived. The government
knew the strategic importance of the land, and started
planning a large resettlement and eviction process.
Jockin organized protests, but we were failing on all
fronts. We did not have any information about the
settlement, even though were engaging trade unions,
government agencies, and so on. We lost the court
case, and the government commanded us to move
out.
We started thinking about ways to assist
communities in similar situations, and how we can
best support them. We started counting all the slums
in Bombay. This happened over weekends, and we
did not have the resources to support the process.
When we compared the numbers the state put
forward, with the numbers that what we collected, we
saw a large discrepancy: the state was always
undercounting and minimizing the urban crisis.
By creating a “slum dweller perspective” on city
planning processes through the practice of profiling
informal settlements, the groups networking at the
city level had better information on their situation in
the city.
City governments often view informal settlements
as being “black holes” of demands on state
resources.The poor people don’t contribute to the city
resources base and demand more services and social
allowances and grants. With this false belief the
development
capital
diverges
from
poor
neighborhoods towards middle and upper classes,
believing that the cost of such infrastructure
investments will be recovered through a larger tax
base. However with this approach the cities become
more divided, more unequal. We do not see the
alleviation of poverty through a trickle down effect
from the market.
18

These neoliberal assumptions of city building are
challenged by alternative views. Poor people operate
in an economic and social structure that is beyond the
control of the state. Jobs are created, livelihood
networks are established, crisis committees respond
to disasters, and people build cities from the bottom
up. Federations associated to SDI are generating
critical information that builds these counterhegemonic views of the urban poor, rendering a rich
and diverse picture of the productive life of slums
and slum dweller communities.
For further information:
www.sdinet.org
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Street Vendors Protection Bill Passed in India
In February 2014, the upper house of the Indian
Parliament passed the long-fought-for Street Vendors
(Protection of Livelihood and Regulation of Street
Vending) Bill, making India the first country to adopt
progressive, centralized legislation in favor of street
vendors. SEWA and the National Association of
Street Vendors of India (NASVI), both members of
WIEGO, were at the centre of the struggle for this
Bill, which has several provisions to protect
livelihood, social security and human rights for more
than 10 million urban street vendors across India.

Indian Street Vendors Reach
Historic Milestone:
Parliament Enacts Legislation to Protect
Livelihood and Social Security
By Ranjit Abhigyan
National Association of Street Vendors of India
(NASVI), Program Manager
More than 12 million urban street vendors and
hawkers in India found sufficient reason to cheer
when the Indian Parliament finally enacted the long
awaited Street Vendors (Protection of Livelihood and
Regulation of Street Vending) Bill on 19 February
2014. The Bill has several provisions to protect the
livelihoods, social security and human rights of those
millions of urban street vendors who have been
facing multiple barriers and onslaughts of the
municipal bodies and the police in cities and towns
across India.
National Association of Street Vendors of India
(NASVI) has been at the forefront, leading the
struggle of street vendors for comprehensive and
effective central legislation. In response to its
enactment, NASVI has thanked the government and
political parties, and called upon street vendor
organizations to celebrate across the country.
The Street Vendors Bill is the first piece of central
legislation in any country that favors the rights of
street vendors. Its enactment has been a critical
social-political need in urban India. The Bill has the
potential to counter the long-felt marginalization of
street vendors, as it mandates the integration of street

vendors in city planning and development processes.
The Bill states that at least 2.5 per cent of a city’s
population would be eligible for vending certificates,
and it would be mandatory to form a Town and Zonal
Vending Committee in every city. Such committees
would be comprised of 40 percent elected
representatives of vendor organizations, 10 percent of
NGOs and the remaining 50 percent of town
planners, administrators, police and elected
representatives. The Bill also gives the Town
Vending Committee (TVC) power to make decisions
on nearly all aspects of determining vending zones,
and also includes a strong grievance redress
mechanism. The most salient feature of the Bill is
that it overrides all state and municipal laws as well
as police acts.
Many informal economy and retail trade experts
believe that the Street Vendors Bill will spark an
organizing movement among street vendors, and that
a major task is to ensure the proper implementation
of the law. They also opine that the struggle for real
implementation of the law will essentially be a battle
for municipal and police reforms in India.
For further information:
www.sewa.org/glorious-victory.asp
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Community Toilets
Emergence of Community Toilets as a Public Good:
The work of Mahila Milan, NSDF, and SPARC in India in the Area of Sanitation
This document traces the evolution and trajectory of
the impassioned commitment that NSDF and Mahila
Milan bring to ensuring that issues of sanitation and
access to safe and adequate sanitation for slum
dwellers becomes a focus area for development
investment by the city. By looking at sanitation as a
governance indicator, NSDF and Mahila Milan
remove issues of sanitation from the realm of
technicalities into the world of political domains. It
required a determined organized community of slum
dwellers to remind the nation, state and cities in India
that nothing is worse for the self-esteem of a nation
than open defecation.
This program is a unique experience of toilets
built and maintained by the communities with the
support of the government. It is recommended to see
the complete document of 95 pages with pictures and
links to videos. In this report we are sharing the basic
table of contents of the document and showing first
the impressive amount of work done and second what
steps were done in the implementation of the
community toilets.
Table of Contents
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01 How it All Began
02 Taking the Possibilities of Community Designed
and Constructed Toilets to Other Cities
03 Exploring the Ambition of City Wide Access to
Sanitation for the Poor
04 The Monitoring and Capacity Building Contract
for Slum Sanitation by the Municipality in
Mumbai
05 Advocacy Strategy and the Alliance Partnerships
for Universal Sanitation
1. This table shows the cities in which toilets were
constructed between the years 1998 to 2014.
The cities are in three states or provinces of India:
Pune, Pimpri Chinchwad, Mumbai and the 13
municipalities in the MMR are in Maharashtra;
Vijayawada and Vishakhapatnam are in Andhra
Pradesh; and, Tirupur is in Tamil Nadu.
Pune project had four phases, after which the
program was discontinued since 80% of slums were
covered. The last contract, which began in December
2011 in Mumbai is the only active contract at the
moment.
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Initially the federations wanted sole source
contracts based on their demonstrated abilities, but
finally conceded to applying for tenders that were
modified to accommodate NGOs and federations. In
all instances the cities contracted the alliance based
on changed procurement rules that had to be
negotiated extensively. All projects financed the
construction through a blend of city, state and central
subsidies.
2) Every toilet project has a set of steps that emerged
out of the experimentations.
Locate areas where explorations could be done.
Discuss with the communities if they wanted a
toilet, had space to construct one or had an old
dilapidated toilet they wanted to reconstruct.
Check with the SSP (Slum Sanitation Project of
the Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai)
whether that location was acceptable to them.
Survey the slum, and estimate how many seats
were needed; as well as check how many people were
agreeable to participate in the scheme where they
would pay Rs.100 per adult which was their own
startup capital for maintaining the toilet.
The clearance of the location, the payment of 10%
of the contribution and a general layout formed the
basis of the work order. The detailed architectural
and structural drawings once submitted led to the
work order being confirmed. And estimates were
drawn up. A contractor was appointed for the project
and if he or she was a Mahila Milan or NSDF
member, they got 10% of the cost to start the project;
others who were contractors had to put in their own
15% before they began.
There were five stages of inspections and billing
and bills were prepared after joint measurements of
the construction undertaken were done.
All
households were provided with a family pass and
were to make a payment between Rs 30-60 per month
for use of the facility. Their society was registered.
Caretakers were appointed by the committee and paid
from the maintenance budget. Once the toilet was
completed, the local elected representative of the
community’s choice would inaugurate the toilet.
Retaining 5%, the rest was to be paid off to the
contractor.
For further information:
sparcnsdfmm@gmail.com;
www.sparcindia.org;
Youtube: sparcnsdfmm
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Shimojo-mura the “Miracle Village
Shimojō-mura is a village located in Shimoina
District, Nagano Prefecture, Japan.
Considered to be a "miracle village," the village
of Shimojō has defied the declining birthrate noted in
Japan in 2003-2005. The village birthrate was
2.12...against the national average of 1.25 in 2005
The village has also increased capital revenue by
increasing worker efficiency even as "the
administration expenses of the village were cut by
¥450 million". Reforms have thus allowed the village
to grow without government subsidies due to its
sufficient capital which has allowed the village, as
village head Ito Kihei remarks, to offer "places to
enjoy...such facilities as a mobile library, a swimming
pool and a culture hall [while] enriching the childraising environment and assistance by making
medical expenses free for children through junior
high school."
The Past
Previously Shimojo village flourished through
sericulture and the population reached the peak at
6,500. However, as sericulture declined in the 1950s,
the villagers went away one after the
other. The village lost its vitality.
Shimojo Renaissance
Shimojo’s path to celebrity status
begins back in 1992 with the election
as mayor of Kihei Ito, a car repair
station owner, who was appalled by
the inefficiency he found in the village
administration.
Administrative and Financial Reform
The Mayor tackled first the
administrative and financial reform.
If only the office staff could work
as much as private sector employees
do, they would manage the
administration of the village with
fewer people.
The mayor preached to the staff.
To instill them the rigor of the private
sector ethos he sent them to be trained
24

as sellers to a home improvement center in the close
city Ida.
There was a strong opposition but the awareness
of the staff began to change.
The staff was reduced from 68 to 34 but their
salary was increased.
The money saved for the budget from the salaries
was around 160 million yen a year (US$1,600,000).
Avoiding Debt
At that time the central government was offering
subsidies to promote the construction of sewerage
systems throughout the whole country. The village
was offered a package of US$45,000,000.
However in order to repay the loan and to
administer and maintain the system, the village
needed to provide US$1,700,000 a year for 30 years.
To free the village from this debt Shimojo opted
for a much cheaper septic tank system of
US$6,300,000. Utilizing the subsidies available, the
village debt was reduced to US$2,200,000 and it was
able to cancel the debt in one year.
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“Village Population Doubling Plan”
With the money saved, Mayor Ito set about the
“village population doubling plan”.
Step one was to build housing to attract the
permanent residence of “quality young people”
willing to participate in the events of the village like
the volunteer fire-brigade. The first block was built
with subsidies from the central government. But the
next 9 blocks were built with the village’s money
alone
The “mansions” consisting of 60 square meters,
two-bedrooms and 2 parking spaces only cost
US$360 a month, which is half of the cost in the
neighboring Iida town. There were of course many
applicants from the neighboring areas.
For the children the Mayor made a 20% cut in
kindergarten fees, created a children’s library with
some 7,000 volumes and provided free healthcare at

any hospital in Japan up to the last year of junior high
school.
Higher birth rate of Shimojo was the result to the
village’s efforts to make life easier for families with
children．
Self Help Program
To improve the life environment of Shimojo with
the limited budget of the village the Mayor offered
that if 3 or more villagers were willing to do the
work, the council will provide the cost of materials.
People began to do their own road repairs, build
their own roads, improve the farmer’s tracks, or the
waterways of the farms.
More than 1,000 projects have been implemented.
Shimojo-mura became invigorated.
For further Information:
//www.vill-shimojo.jp
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Praying for Fr. John V. Daly, SJ and
The Poor in Korea
Fr. John V. Daly passed away on June 2, 2014 at
around 19:30 hours. John Daly who is a very good
friend, was very committed to the poor. He together
with Paul Jeong Ku had a very important impact in
the organization of the urban poor in Korea. He had
the gift to be open to the problems of the people
around him helping them to find their own solution.
In March 1987 the Selavip Newsletter published the
following about Fr. John V. Daly.
The 3 housing projects of the Bogum Jahri team is
a symbol for the slum dwellers evicted from Seoul
that it is possible for the poor to build and own a
house.
J.V. Daly before and after receiving the
Magsaysay Award with Paul Jei Jeong Ku stayed in
Sang Kyei Dong, a community in the process of
violent eviction.

Why I Am Living with
The People of Sang Kyei Dong
By J.V.DALY
I am living in Sang Kyei Dong, the people are fasting
in order to get four of their people released from jail
and also as a last push against the eviction they think
will come soon.
The police, the Korean CIA and the immigration
authorities are getting excited; so let me put it on
record why I am living with the people of SANG
KYEI DONG.
1. The 128 families here in Sang Kyei Dong (as
well as the people being evicted from other areas in
Seoul) are being treated as less than animals. I hope
my presence here is a sign to the people that they are
not animals but rather that they are the most
magnificent human beings I have met.
2. To minimize violence and bloodshed, I am sure
that my presence here as well as the presence of
scores of people, sisters, priests who come here
everyday, is a deterrence to the violence, the police,
the gangsters, etc. would wish to use against these. I
use the word "deterrence" deliberately for it is a sad
fact that the presence of "outsiders" had not been able
to completely prevent the violence used by
26

government forces since 18 people were beaten up,
wounded, trampled upon on October 12th, two
people were beaten up on October 13th and 3 people
were beaten up on October 22nd. I also hope to be
able to persuade the people if they get very excited
not to do anything rash like committing suicide and
not to get beaten up excessively by destructive forces.
3. To be an eye-witness of the events, especially
of the final onslaught and attacks; there must be a
witness.
4. To summarize on the "religiosity" of my
presence in SANG KYEI DONG, it to:
Share their pains, sufferings, indignities,
frustration, and anger as well as their incredible
beautiful humanity, courage, dignity, warmth,
generosity, energy and unbelievable vitality;
Try to help heal the wounds which such
inhumane, and cruel treatment inflicts upon them;
Try to prevent or at least minimize violence;
Support their sense of their own dignity and
worth as human beings and to support their sense of
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justice;
Offer the sacrifice of the Mass which turns
all their joys and sorrows into a prayer crying to God
for His justice and His kingdom;
Pray with them and for them;
Help their community grow stronger and
flourish;
Follow my conscience, since quite a few
years ago, my prayer to the Lord has always been:
"Where, in what placedo you want me to be? “; and
not, "What do you want me to do? “ The important

thing is being, is presence, and place. As long as we
are in the place where He wants us, then He will use
us as He wishes.
It is absolutely clear to me that God wants me to
be in Sang Kyei Dong. Therefore, no command or
order from anywhere or anyone will have any effect.
I will notleave here on my own power until it is clear
to me that God wishes me to leave.
For further information:
Selavip Newsletter March 1987
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Social Enterprise
In South Korea the Social Enterprise Promotion Act
was approved in December 2006 and was put into
effect in July 2007. Article 2 defines social
enterprises as "an organization which is engaged in
business activities of producing and selling goods and
services while pursuing a social purpose of enhancing
the quality of local residents' life by means of
providing social services and creating jobs for the
disadvantaged. As an enterprise certified according
to the requirements prescribed in Article 7," the
disadvantaged as "people who have difficulty in
purchasing social services necessary to themselves
for a market price, the detailed criteria thereof shall
be determined by the Presidential Decree," and social
services as "service in education, health, social
welfare, environment and culture and other service
proportionate to this, whose area is prescribed by the
Presidential Decree."
The Ministry of Labor is obliged to "establish the
Basic Plan for Social Enterprises Support" every five
years (Article 5), and not only enterprises but also
cooperatives and non-profits can be recognized as
social enterprises, which are eligible for tax reduction
and/or financial supports from the Korean /provincial
governments or city councils. 680 entities have been
recognized as social enterprises as of October 2012.
The majority of Korean social enterprises are
primarily concerned with job creation.
The Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency
was. established to promote social enterprises.
According to Korea Social Enterprise Promotion
Agency, a total of 850 social enterprises have

obtained governmental authorization since the Social
Enterprise Promotion Act was put into effect.
Additionally, 2,000 new cooperatives have been
established in 2013.
There is a general concern that the definition of
social entrepreneurship, which was originally coined
to solve the social and environmental problems
fundamentally and systematically, is somewhat
skewed in Korea, becoming an optimal solution
between social mission and profit/business model
resulting an increase in job creation.
Hanbit Art Company
The Art Company develops the performing art of
the handicapped. They discover and foster art talents
among the handicapped through the professional
performance of the artists made of the blind. Also,
through the various performances of the blind concert
party, the Art Company improves the recognition of
the handicapped by ordinary people and contributes
to upgrading the quality of life by providing
vulnerable social groups with jobs and social services
continuously. Furthermore, participating actively in
the cooperative activities with the local residents, it
aims to promote the economic stability and selfreliance of the local residents and the country’s
growing into a culturally advanced nation.
Mezzanine I-Pack
Mezzanine I-Pack was established as a social
enterprise by the social welfare foundation of Fruit
Sharing in cooperation with SK Energy in order to
prevent the North Korean defectors from falling
into poverty. Currently the company has more
than 50 customer companies。
Nanumu (sharing) Housing	
 
Nanumu is a social enterprise that specializes
in home renovation. It was established as Inc.
Nanumu housing in 2010, with the purpose to
create jobs for homeless and low-income people.
Revenue from corporate activities supports the
poor residents．
For further information:
.kr/eng/intro/intro.do
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Center for Community Organization and Development
(CCODE)
CCODE is based in the capital, Lilongwe. CCODE
works in alliance with the Malawi Homeless People’s
Federation (MHPF), a grassroots savings network of
people living in poor communities in Malawi.
Together, the alliance works to address land tenure,
affordable housing, water and sanitation, livelihoods
as well as health issues in Malawi’s communities.
Since its inception in 2003, CCODE has
supported MHPF which has over 15,000 members
across the country around issues of settlement
development. The alliance has facilitated links
between urban poor communities and the
government, relevant authorities and service
providers. Besides saving on a daily basis to improve
their communities, the Malawian Federation has
energetically taken the lead in settlement upgrading
by identifying problems and actively pursuing
partnerships and solutions. CCODE has developed
expertise in a number of environment-friendly
construction techniques and products, including
composting toilets and adobe and compressed earth
blocks.
Homeless International has been working with
CCODE for a number of years and in 2011, CCODE
became a new partner in its CLIFF program.
In its first CLIFF housing project, the Alliance is
supporting families from Malawi’s informal
settlements to access land and build new homes in
Machinjiri, Blantyre. With green field land provided
by government, there are over 500 plots available and
the first phase of the project will help 100 families to
build homes here. Some houses will be built by the
house-owner themselves, while a contractor chosen
by the house owners will construct others. The
Alliance has developed a number of house designs to
cater for a range of income levels amongst the
households.
The Alliance is now supporting the families to
purchase building materials and begin work on
constr
Malawi
uction
. Each
Population: 15 million
house
Number of people in slums: 1.7 million
hold
Percentage of urban population in slums: 67%
has

already made its own bricks and is contributing labor
and other materials, helping to reduce construction
costs by more than a third. With good quality bricks
in short supply in Malawi, the Alliance is
investigating the possibility of setting up its own
Vertical Shaft Brick Kiln to enable other low-income
families to access bricks at an economical rate. The
kiln would be less polluting and more efficient than
current methods of brick production in Malawi and it
could also provide additional income for the Alliance.
Imagi
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ne a place where there are 210,000 families in need
of housing, where there is no housing benefit and the
government has little financial resources or technical
capability to provide land, plan for housing, provide
project finance, where the inflation rate is over 35 per
cent and a housing loan, if you could get one, will
cost you at least 55 percent interest! This is the
context in which the Centre for Community
Organization and Development, supported by
Homeless International, has established Malawi’s
first Housing Association. To date it has completed
800 houses for sale and for rent, and has over 1,000
in the current project pipeline. Using innovative real
estate development approaches, the enterprise is not
only providing housing which people can afford, but
is doing so in a way that will see the enterprise
achieve its own financial self-reliance within 3 years.
For further information:
Centre for Community Organization and
Development
2nd Floor Nasa Building Near Area 3 Market
(Old Town) Lilongwe
PO Box 2109 Lilongwe Malawi
Tel: +265 (1) 756 781
Email: ccode@ccodemw.org:
web://ccode-mw.org 	
 
Blog://halala-homelessbutnothopeless.blogspot.com/
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OPP-RTI:
Development in the Goths - Evictions and Support for the
Regularization of Settlements around Karachi
Excerpts of a Study of

Salim A limuddin and Asra Shariq
The land value is increasing in Karachi and the city’s
development is fast expanding into the peripheral
towns。These rural settlements housing the poor are
known as “goths”. In 2006 the Town Municipal
Administration tried to evict 450 families from a
“goth” in Gulshan town. People resisted; there was
pressure from the media and citizens to protect the
old “goth” settlers and the Chief Minister (CM) of
Sindh intervened.
Notwithstanding the CM’s
intervention, however, the local government kept
trying to evict unofficially the residents.
To help the legalization of the “goths”, OPPRTI’s (Orangi Pilot Project- Research and Training
Institute) contacted the activists in the area and
helped them to map their villages. OPP-RTI listed
2,173 old traditional settlements which are mostly in
the three peripheral towns of Karachi - Gadap, Bin
Qasim and Kemari. OPP-RTI collected information
on the people’s status and met regularly with
government officials. The OPP-RTI’s research and
advocacy, the maps and the reports to the media have
facilitated
the
process
of
regularization.
OPP-RTI completed the master
mapping of 611 Goths in the
periphery of Karachi in February
2011. More “goths” are being
added to the list. At present, thirty
two groups of “Goths” activists are
working together with OPP-RTI.

have been completed by OPP-RTI and work in 219
settlements (175 “goths” and more than 44 “abadies”)
is part of this plan.
Another aspect of the plan is mapping. The
purpose of mapping is two folds. First, to document
what already exists on the ground (in terms of
infrastructure) and second, to influence the
government to align its investments with what
already exists rather than to ignore them, which the
government has done so far. OPP’s mapping is part of
a wider process of scaling up people’s initiatives.
A total of 223 Goths have been mapped with the
help of the elders and out of this, the documentation
for the infrastructure of 200 “goths” is complete.
There are 33 projects of sewage and drainage
disposals in 175 “goths” and 44 in nearby towns
which are in various stages of design and
implementation.
Main “nalas” are being developed as drainage.
They serve 105 “goths” and more than 43 settlements
with very large populations.

Support for the Development Plan
of
“Goths” close to Karachi
The
advocacy
with
the
government is for the provision of
bulk infrastructure while support
for the communities continues for
their internal development. The
plan, design and estimates for bulk
infrastructure for 611 “Goths” (that
have become urban settlements)
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Eviction in Zobu Goth and people resisting
Water Supply in the “Goths/Abadis”
On the request of the community, estimates were
provided for laying the water lines in 6 lanes of
Mohammad Khan colony in Baldia town. The
community has completed the works where 146
houses invested PKR. 365,000 (or 2,500PKR/
household).
The existing water supply system (bulk and
distribution) for 6 “Goths” (with more than 12,000
houses) was studied and documented. The
improvement in water supply focused on two
projects: a) government’s bulk system and secondary
distribution and its construction in Ghazi and nearby
goths/abadis which is being monitored jointly with
the community and b) a self help distribution system
which is in operation in Khairabad since 2009 and
serves up to more than 3,000 houses.
The issue is the frequent leakage/ bursting at the
point of connection to the bulk, thus resulting to most
houses facing acute shortage of water supply.
Meetings have been held with the KWSB and PHED
engineers (responsible for the bulk supply). A
technical plan is also being prepared.
Youth/Activists Training, Mapping,
Documentation supports the Goths
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Activists facilitate land supply for the poor and
the security of Goths
Youth/Activists Training, Mapping and
Documentation Supports the Goths.
Possessing
intermediate
qualifications,
youths/activists of the settlements are trained by
OPP-RTI for the development of the settlements and
“goths”. The purpose of the training is to enable
these youth to take up development work in the field
independently and be able to make a living from it.
The focus of the training is project estimation,
construction, on-site supervision and community
mobilization. Youths learn to survey, document and
estimate.
Training on mapping and documentation is
provided to all the youths participating in the
program. It also includes technical details, social
mobilization, organizational setup and financial
disciplines. The training in house construction
comprises of the following: survey, designing,
estimation, construction, on-site supervision, and
extension.
The training imparted by OPP-RTI is now
conducted by the Technical Training Resource Centre
(TTRC), an organization set up by trained youths.
Taameer Technical Center being trained by
OPP-RTI
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program.
The information also provided the
foundation for the work of the KMC/ KWSB/
PHED/SKAA and the P&D Departments in Sindh.
Upgrading of Private Schools
In the absence of government schools, many
families have developed private schools with little
resources and for a small fee, provide education. The
Education Program of OPP-RTI strengthens these
schools by physical upgrading, teachers training and
organizing the schools savings and credit groups.
Now the focus is the schools in the “goths”.
There are several School Saving Groups. Some
were mobilized by the program, while others that are
already functioning, contacted the program for
support. These are: a) a group of 42 schools in Orangi
town which is facilitated by OPP-RTI’s partner,
TTRC, b) another group of 28 schools in Baldia
town which is guided by OPP-RTI, c) a new saving
group of 14 schools in Site town which has saved Rs.
21,300. To strengthen the coming together of schools,
lectures and forums are being organized.
In the “goths” forty schools have been supported
for upgrading. Of the schools supported, 21 are
managed by women.

Gadap Town
Mapping of goths underway

Cooperative Housing, Saving and Loan Program
People in need of housing are mobilized into
Cooperative Housing, Saving and Loan groups.
OPP-RTI provides a loan of Rs. 25,000 for the
construction of an additional room. A total of 96
houses have been supported. The saving group is then
responsible for selection and recovery of the loans as
guided by OPP-RTI. For the design and construction
of the rooms, people receive the help of the local

Other independent youth organizations have
evolved:
•   Tameer Technical Centre (TTC) - evolved as a
technical support organization in Khairabad/
Zobu goth in Gadap town.
•   Peoples Mapping Centre –
located in Zobu “goth”
and focuses on mapping
and documentation of the
“goth”.
•   The Ujala Technical
Centre (UTC) – located in
Orangi; a group of three
young women
trained/guided by TTRC
and now linked to the
Cooperative Housing
Saving and Loan
(CHS&L) program.
The documentation by the
students of water supply and
sanitation
systems
in
abadis/goths and of nalas/drains
in Karachi provided the basis for
Meeting of women saving groups to discuss issues
the expansion of the sanitation
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technical team.
Saving Groups
OPP-RTI, together with its partner
organizations, has mobilized saving
groups of mostly women and youth. It
organized 117 groups with 2,873
members who have saved a total of Rs.
4,150 million. Emergency loans, mostly
for health and education, and some for
livelihood have been initiated by these
groups. When the group savings reaches
more than Rs. 40,000,
a small
matching grant of Rs. 30,000 is
provided.
The members of the women saving
groups who are in need of house
improvement are given loans and technical guidance.
The member will submit an application form and if
she is eligible, one technical youth group will help
her. An interest free loan of Rs 10,000 to 24,000 is
provided with respect to the estimated cost.
The Cooperative Housing, Saving and Loan
Program was initiated as a housing development
program in the saving groups.
Village Development Program
It began with the training of partner youths on
mapping. Afterwards, the program expanded and is
now supporting the communities in infrastructure
(water, sanitation and drainage), amenities (health
and education) and livelihood (livestock and
agriculture). The women saving groups are an

essential element of this program. The Village
Development Program also provides an opportunity
to linkup with other villages where shelter provision
has been supported.
20 partner youth organizations are mapping the
villages. Eleven partner organizations have organized
women’s savings groups in 72 villages. Orangi
Charitable Trust (OCT) has provided support for
livestock (interest free loan for the provision of
goats) to 563 members of the saving groups.
For further information:
opprti.ngo@gmail.com
, http://www.oppinstitutions.org/

A member's unit from the Cooperative Housing, Saving and Loan Program after construction
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Supreme Court Orders
Re-investigation into the
Murder of Perween Rahman
Crime Investigation Agency Sultan Ali Khawaja
visited the Orangi Pilot Project (OPP) office on
Friday afternoon to restart the investigations into the
killing of OPP director Perween Rahman. The
Supreme Court of Pakistan has summoned Khawaja
to appear before the bench along with a
comprehensive investigation report into Rahman’s
murder on March 13, 2013.
Khawaja met the present OPP director Anwer
Rashid and the chairperson, Tasneem Ahmed
Siddiqui and asked the concern of OPP about the
investigations of the case. “I don’t think any
investigation has been carried out,” Rashid replied.
“When we were returning from her (Rahman's)
funeral, the police claimed they killed her murderer.”
Special Investigation Unit chief SP Farooq Awan,
Investigations SP Malik Ahsan, Anti-Car-Lifting Cell
SP Nouman Siddiqui and two others accompanied
Khawaja in the meeting. Rashid briefed the police
team about the projects the OPP is carrying out in the
country and the ones in Karachi.
Rashid informed the team about the “urban goths”
(villages) survey and another survey on water supply
from the illegal hydrants, which Rahman and her
team conducted. Both the surveys affected the
interests of those people who are the beneficiaries of
these hydrants, he added. In the first survey, 2,057
urban goths were identified, mapped and
documented. The Sindh government regularized
1,063 of them, which meant that the land grabbers
were unable to claim them, Rashid explained. He also
said that the goths survey project was not assigned to
OPP but that OPP chose to undertake it on its own.
Organisational Set-up
The police were informed how the OPP works in
the field and about its permanent staff, who works
from the office in Qasba Colony. SP Awan wanted to
know why the OPP representatives were attacked in
Pirabad and not other areas of the city. “Because we
sit here,” Rashid replied.
Rashid informed the police that the OPP teams
have suspended their field activities in Karachi and
shifted some of their workers to other parts of the
city. The OPP Research and Training Institute’s joint

director, Salim Alimuddin, has stopped coming to the
office after he was attacked in the same vicinity and
in the same car where Rahman was killed.
OPP Loan System
Khawaja was also given a briefing on the OPP’s
loan system and its outstanding loans from the people
in rural areas. SP Awan asked about threats in the past
and OPP’s private security. Rashid said they never
received any threats and they have a few watchmen
for security at night.
Shahid Hayat, the former city police chief,
deployed a police van which patrolled the office in
the morning and in the evening when the workers get
out of the building, Rashid told Khawaja.
Night of the Attack
Rashid also described the evening when Rahman
was murdered. The two of them left the office at the
same time but Rahman’s car had to slow down for a
vehicle to pass. The incident took place immediately
and her driver frantically drove the car all the way to
AbdullahCollege. From there, she was taken to
Abbasi Shaheed Hospital, he added.
Plan of Action
At the end of the meeting, Khawaja said that the
technical analysis is very important and technical
details will have to be obtained from the investigation
officer. He will also get more data from related
departments for geo-fencing. He advised Rashid to
keep security at the office and offered to help OPP
get more police escorts. “We must know the motive
and reason behind Rahman’s murder and the attack
on Alimuddin so we can be careful. Right now, it is a
blind case,” Khawaja added.
(Published in The Express Tribune, June 7th, 2014.)
For further information
anwar.rashid.opp@gmail.com
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Charity
At the street corner she waits for the red light. The
cars stop. She knocks on car windows. For some cars,
the window comes down and then the hand holds out
a coin. Its the way she looks, tiny like a beautiful
little child looking only a bit more than a baby.
Something about her eyes that invite sympathy.
She has been in these streets long enough so the
drivers become familiar to her. She knows who give
and at what frequency. She recognizes the cars and its
drivers. Nobody gives all the time but they give
enough. She grew up here. Her family lives in an
abandoned room at a building in the street corner.
She makes enough to help her family survive.
He drives his own kids to school passing the same
street corner at least twice every school day. He keeps
coins on the dashboard for giving to the little girl
begging there. She knocks on the car window and
holds up her open palm. She gives him "the look".
Big roundish eyes looking up to him, left hand
cupped open, right hand points to her mouth in a
mimed charade whose best answer might as well be
"food". The hand goes down and makes a circle
around her tummy. She means to say, "hungry". He
gave her a peso the first time around. She went away
without saying, "salamat". In the next instance, he
advised her to do so. Nothing wrong with enriching
her "technique".
The next few times, his kids advised him to give
food instead. Which was what they started doing. It
seemed to make her just as happy. This went on for
months until she disappeared entirely from the street
corner. A small group of boys took over. And then
one late afternoon, they saw her sitting on the
sidewalk in school uniform complete with the large
schoolbag upon which she sat writing into her
notebook, doing perhaps her homework. She does not
beg anymore, at least not for now. And they felt
happy for her. They wished they had some way of
helping her especially now that she is in school. Most
likely, they will end up giving coins to others. Little
child beggars line this long stretch of road,
disappearing only from time to time. They presume
the government comes by to collect them at odd
times.
There must be a better way than charity to care for
the poor. The problem with charity is the sort of
dependency they breed. Everybody knows this. But
its hard to say no to a street corner beggar all the
36

time. At certain times, one cannot help handing the
coins away. Just in case it might help, though one is
almost certain it won’t. Still the hope.
And at those times of hapless hoping, he always
thinks, if perhaps all the money lost to corruption in
this country can actually educate all of the poor, not
just the children who beg in the streets but also their
parents and every poor person who has to struggle
with finding a job, given that all the education he had
is not even Grade Three level. Most hardly even
know how to read and write or read a ruler; just so,
failing everything else, they can at least become
better carpenters. It is not as if they are stupid, in
fact, they are obviously quite smart.
We watch them from the short distance of a car
window. Perhaps we should wonder if it is not high
time we rethink what we mean by "education"? More
fundamental to reading, writing, and arithmetic, is the
lesson which explains to the poor why they are poor
in the first place. And this lesson may as well be
taught to everyone, most of all, to those who watch
from the more fortunate side of the car window.
The old answers do not work anymore. The poor
are not poor because they are lazy. If that were so
they would not line up to find whatever work is
available. They would not walk the streets under a
blazing hot sun if not under the rain just for a single
Philippine Peso coin. There must be other reasons
more true than that. And they would be found in
understanding our collective route through time,
where all of us have come from, our own peculiar
past as a people.
And here perhaps we might see how poverty often
begets only more poverty, and ignorance, more
ignorance. Those of us who were born to better
fortune should not take too much pride in ourselves
and what we have achieved for ourselves and will
still achieve for our own children. If we were any
better, we would consider doing a bit more than
handing out a few coins past the window. We would
seek to answer why we have divided ourselves this
way, the thickness of the glass on our car windows
being as it is less than only a fourth of an inch thick.
Beyond handing out, we could also reach out and
finally begin to understand.
For further information
kinutil2013@gmail.com
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Collaborative Response in Disaster Risk Reduction
By
Pedro Walpole, SJ
January 15, 2014
Coastal housing in the mangrove areas in Ormoc
City, Leyte needs revision and redesigning. The
defoliated mangrove in the background raises many
questions about the need for serious land use
planning.
As we enter the next phases of post-disaster
response in relation to typhoon Yolanda (Haiyan), we
are called to ask ourselves what is the commitment
and the quality of such commitment as we explore
possible collaboration and contributions of Jesuit
institutions in post-typhoon rehabilitation and
reconstruction efforts. The commitment may occur
with key government officials who have
responsibility for this task, with multilateral financing
and development institutions, with civil society
groups of professionals and with the private sector.
This is also an occasion to reflect on our
accountability in contributing to ongoing efforts in
rehabilitation, reconstruction, and redesign where
people can build homes anew and live and work in
safe structures, pursue a livelihood that can secure
their needs, and engage with local government to
ensure that basic services are present.
Typhoon Yolanda and its aftermath brought forth
some lessons learned:
1. Typhoon Yolanda is a sign of the times and
is within our scope of action.
Yolanda was the “ideal” storm in that it developed
for six days and rode uninterrupted on a cushion of
warm water across the Pacific. And yet, the
preparations were not there. There was a six-day
warning prior to the typhoon’s landfall. Much was
made of the strength and speed of the winds, yet we
must take note that Yolanda’s sustained winds, at its
peak, stood at 315 kph (195 mph), according to the
Joint Typhoon Warning Center, and were only 37 kph
faster than Hurricane Katrina that had 278 kph (173
mph) of sustained winds, using data from the
National Hurricane Center.
There were success stories of local mayors who
did forced evacuation and were successful in doing
so such as in Maydolong, Eastern Samar where there
were 400 houses totally damaged but zero casualties

and in Kananga, Leyte where there were forced
evacuation and the casualties were those who
resisted. This was a situation that was within our
scope to manage.
2. We responded but critical decisions needed to be
made.
Emergency preparedness, relocation and land
allocation, housing standards and livelihoods,
landscape and waterscape planning and development,
floodplain management – all these essentially require
local government. Also, the capacities needed to
enable more effective decision making must be
identified and strengthened. (Pedro Walpole and
Roberto Yap, in an earlier commentary after tropical
storm Sendong (international Washi) struck northern
Mindanao in December 2011, discussed the strategic
demands to bring about change and reduce the risks
to flash flooding.)
3. What is critical?
Infrastructure, roads and bridges, drainage,
communication channels, power, and water are a
major focus in infrastructure rehabilitation. But there
is also the need to rebuild, and for the marginal areas
even before the typhoon, the need to create economic
structures of incorporation for communities,
especially the poorest. Livelihoods in rural areas are
dependent on natural resources such as fishing and
farming, and both were washed out by the storm.
These are livelihoods that depend on fishing boats
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and coconuts, industries that have not advanced poor
communities.
4. We need reality checks and come up to speed.
Typhoon Ondoy (international Ketsana) in
September 2009 was an event that was able to fix a
consensus for Metro Manila. The impact of Ondoy
made it clear that we needed to act and find strategic
steps so that this would not happen again. Yolanda
should have the same effect in fixing in the national
mind a consensus of the need for government to be
present to local communities. Local communities
cannot be left to sort things out on their own.
5. What was revealed on the ground is the prevailing
subsistence and poverty.
Rubble found along the shoreline in Tacloban City
and many other towns in Leyte and in Samar, is not
simply the debris from a super typhoon. Yolanda tore
the covers off the situation of sustained poverty in
which people are living in for decades. We must
change the norms of how we regard people and their
safety.
Post-Yolanda efforts have three stages: immediate
relief, medium-term and long-term responses and
rehabilitation such as building shelters, providing
services, establishing livelihoods, and then deepening
these responses for the long-term change. For the last
stage, the first three months can focus on basic
vegetable production, and the next two to five years
can focus on rebuilding livelihoods for those engaged
in coconut farming and fishing.
Greater economic participation and industry need
to be rebuilt.
6. ESSC’s collaborations
The Institute of Environmental Science for Social
Change (ESSC) is a Jesuit research organization
currently responding to disaster risk reduction (DRR)
and resilience concerns and being drawn in to
discussions and requests for technical assistance and
landscape analysis.
ESSC is currently engaging with various
organizations such as the following: a) Habitat for
Humanity-Philippines for assessments for safe
relocation and resettlement sites, b) Homeless
Peoples’ Federation of the Philippines for technical
training for site assessment and selection, c)
Simbahang Lingkod ng Bayan for mapping for DRR
and hazard and evacuation plans for Barangay
Payatas in Quezon City, d) the Quiapo Parish and its
disaster risk reduction and management ministry for
understanding flooding events in the area and
developing local protocols for safe evacuation that
can also be adopted in other parishes, e) Hilti
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The coconut industry needs to be rebuilt not just
with coconuts, but with investments and ingenuity
that will give better opportunity to the people of
the islands of Leyte and Samar, and better
economic and environmental security. These
coconuts can be found in Isabel, a town on the
west side of Leyte Province.
Photo credit: P. Walpole
Foundation and ESCAP for assistance in
strengthening site assessment and site development,
planning for relocation areas and exploring
alternative construction materials for sustainable
housing, and f) the World Bank for planning and
housing assessment with local government.
ESSC is also facilitating and coordinating the
Philippine Working Group (PWG) on disaster risk
resilience, a small think-tank initiative that gathers on
occasion various stakeholders, including government,
to discuss and develop action responses to
environmental concerns. Previously, PWG meetings
were undertaken to draw attention to community
concerns on forest management and resource use and
access, Indigenous Peoples and ancestral domain
management, where policy, people and process are
discussed so that there is coherence and cohesion.
Currently, the PWG agenda is focused on
exploring with key government agencies, local
governments, development and assisting institutions,
media, and the academe how reconstruction and
rehabilitation can be improved through various ways:
a) safe housing, b) provision of guidelines for
improved site assessment and better site development
and planning, c) capacitating of local governments
towards disaster-proof land and water use planning,
and d) strengthening local organizations and
communities in negotiating for safer land allocation
and sturdy and safe housing and construction
materials. Sharper and more practical analysis of
extreme climate events that are occurring in the
country is also shared, especially with key media
contacts so that Philippine society is better informed
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and there is minimal speculation and improved
decision making.
7. Site assessment is critical in post-rehabilitation
efforts.
Four critical factors are identified in relation to
housing development, namely, safety and resilience,
accessibility and social and economic integration,
inclusive and participatory planning and decision
making, and innovation and adaptation.
8. We need to learn about rainfall and climatic
events and understand the meteorology and the
landscape, and the nuances that can make each
event distinct but not a total surprise.
Extreme rainfall need not be due to typhoons;
monsoon rains caused the flooding in August 2012 in
Metro Manila and other areas in Luzon. A ten-day
accumulation of rainfall needs to be monitored as a
useful indicator for early warning and evacuation
purposes for each watershed. Different climatic and
different watershed types will have different results.
Sea level change is not simply a permanent level rise
with the melting of ice, but also occurs in a tropical
background and can be short-term. In our activities,
land subsidence is greatest due to water withdrawal
from aquifers and is greater than sea level rise.
9. We need to have a second take before we jump.
As we respond, we need to step back and
objectively evaluate and ensure that our efforts are
responding to the following:

The daily chores go on amidst the clean-up and
the time for redesign calls us to place these people
out of harm’s way.
Photo credit: P. Walpole

a.

Safety – people want assurance of safety;
safety requires that we must evaluate what
we have do.
b. Quality – refers to strategy, substance, and
sustainability. The response also has to be
practical.
c. Capacity – this is in terms of government
capacity in planning and implementation and
where, at the same time, the political reform
is achieved.
10. We are proposing the specific strategies and area
responses.
The next steps of action involve area assessments,
followed by review of local government capacity and
willingness. In post-disaster planning, there is also
the capacity for community negotiation that must be
strengthened, and enable the development of
appropriate
local
ordinances
and
their
implementation. Initial areas identified for
collaborative work are:
One (1) municipality in Palawan: Culion
Three (3) municipalities in Leyte: La Paz, Julita
and Tabon Tabon
One (1) municipality in Samar: Basey
One(1) municipality in Eastern Samar:
Maydolong
In all these areas, there is a presumption of
capacity and capability. We must be able to identify
where we are strong and where we are limited. We
must be able to apply the lessons learned and use
these to ensure that when the next climate event
comes in, we are better prepared and that no lives are
lost. We must ensure that our efforts are:
a.   Building awareness that draws a response
b.   Sustainable and have long-term uses and
impact
c.   Adapting to the environmental and social
realities
d.   Strengthening
local
capacities
and
engendering political reform
e.   Practical and responsive to people’s needs
f.   Integrating with local government efforts
g.   Moving institutions to levels of collaboration
Typhoon Yolanda and those who perished
provided us a painful opportunity to learn. People
died so that others may live and there is no greater
sacrifice. It will be a great disservice to those who
perished if we do not learn from this experience. It
is a gift of life and we need to muster all our
energies and our human creativity so that we
respond better and we are better prepared.
For further information
Jesuit European Social Centre
Web: jesc.eu
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Night Rains
By Denis Murphy
Many of us lie awake these nights listening to the
rain race across the city, wave after wave. We may be
grateful for the dry homes we have. We may feel the
hostility of the wind and rain and think of the poor
people trying to get through the night in kariton
hauled up on the sidewalks, or the people sleeping in
doorways, allowed to do so by the security guards out
of simple compassion, or the people in the shanties of
the slums where mothers gather the children as close
to them as possible to keep them dry and comforted.
We may think of the “Yolanda” survivors’ tents
that leak whenever it rains, and we can sense the
people’s fear that another typhoon is upon them.
After some time we may realize very well that as a
people, we haven’t done nearly enough for our poor
brothers and sisters and their children. We can do
much better.
Each city is supposed to acquire land and provide
housing for its own landless poor. No city does
enough. The national government is supposed to
support the local initiatives with advice, funds and
models. Despite the efforts of many good people, not
nearly enough is done at the national level either. The
country’s war on poverty is in a trough. Little
happens that is very good or very bad. We hear a
monotonous “no” from the government when
working people, including teachers, ask for a salary
raise. Land reform ends this month—un―mourned,
it seems. It ends “not with a bang but a whimper,” to
use T.S. Eliot’s words. There is little movement in
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any direction. It may take a presidential election to
wake us up.
It all comes down to the President to get
something going. It is his team. Can he do something
to renew hope in the poor that concrete good things
will happen to them? What actions can he take that
will kick-start meaningful development and recapture
the trust in him that the poor had at the beginning of
his term of office? I suggest that he proclaim land for
the poor in four areas of Metro Manila. Others may
have other suggestions.
Last June 7, 5,000 people led by Bella dela Rosa,
Marlon Querante, Lito Tejada and Rowena Nevado
walked 10 kilometers around the Manggahan
Floodway to air their desire for a proclamation that
would give them land tenure security and banish the
sword of eviction that has dangled over them since
the floodway was constructed in the 1970s. There are
40,000 families living on its banks.
Nearby in Lupang Arenda, some 63,000 families
also want a proclamation. Arenda has grown almost
unnoticed to the size of Cagayan de Oro or Dagupan.
In Slip Zero, Tondo, a group of strong women has led
200 families on a 15-year search for a proclamation,
and in Isla Puting Bato, 1,000 families want a chance
at a new life.
Proclamations offer a new life, in that the poor get
to own a piece of land that they develop with their
neighbors into permanent, attractive and truly
democratic villages. Proclamations don’t cost the
government any outlay of cash, and they are very
popular. They can be issued within a month.
The President has only one small proclamation to
his credit. Why should we think he will proclaim land
for half a million people in the four areas? First, he
may have begun to listen to the criticism of his
economy, coming from persons like Pope Francis.
Rarely has a pope spoken so sharply on any subject
as Francis has on the evils of economies like ours.
Maybe the President, through his trips around the
country, has seen that things are far from well and
adjustments have to be made on his plans.
To proclaim the areas just mentioned will give
many families a kick-start toward decent urban
living, but, equally important, the proclamations will
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hopefully kick-start the administration toward a more
direct service to the poor that will complement the
many moves of assistance that the President has
made for well-off business people.
A certain disenchantment has set in between the
poor and the President. They like him and admire him
for his honesty, peace-keeping and firm foreign
policy, but he has become a remote figure. When was
the last time he visited an urban poor area, or a rural
barrio, or a fishing or tribal village, or a factory, to
talk to the people? Such symbolic visits and
conversations are important. How will the President
know the people’s problems and their sorrows unless
he listens to them? How will they know that he is
aware of their problems and sincerely cares what
happens to them?
Maybe the President will see the value of direct
action and visit Negros one day with soldiers to arrest
the hacenderos who use the law and violence to
frustrate land reform. Maybe, he’ll go to Tacloban
and see the poor families in tents that leak when it
rains and turn into ovens when the sun is out, and
he’ll take charge of the hunt for land for relocation.
Maybe, people hope, he will realize he has done more
than enough for the rich and powerful and must turn
his attention to his poor brothers and sisters.
Such presidential action may invigorate the
government and send a surge of energy through the
ranks and bring back among the poor some of the
hope they had in the early days of his administration.
Proclaim Manggahan, Arenda, Slip Zero and Isla
Puting Bato, Mr. President.

We must work while we have the light, Jesus told
us, “for the night comes when no man works” (John
9:4).
The end of his presidency and his great chance to
help is drawing rapidly to an end.
For further information
Denis Murphy works with the Urban Poor Associates
(urbanpoorassociates@ymail.com).
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St. Hannibal Empowerment Center (SHEC):
A Way of Responding to the Poverty Crisis in the Philippines
SHEC, based in Pasay City, helps empower the
poorest of the poor through housing, livelihood,
education, health, environment and sanitation, justice
and peace, youth formation and values formation. It
has branches at Baseco, Ifugao and Bulacan.
To date, it has helped 354 households avail of its
house and lot program. 61 households have availed of
lots only. 40 households are active in the livelihood
program. 44 students are scholars. An average of 80
participates in the youth formation program. All are
involved in the values formation program, while
capable ones take part more actively in the health,
environment and sanitation, and justice and peace
programs.
SHEC is also assisting St. Hannibal Christian
Community Phase 17, a poor community with 65
family-members living on top/along the waterways of
Tripa de Gallina and Maricaban Creek. The members
are coming from Barangays 143, 180 and 182, Pasay
City. They have been preparing themselves for three
years now and they are at the threshold of realizing
their long time dream of having a safe, decent and
affordable home in a Medium Rise Building very
close to their present residence. They have worked
hard in order to prepare themselves and the
documents needed for the approval of their
application at Social Housing Finance Corporation
under the government’s Php50 billion Fund for
informal settler families who live in danger areas.
They hope that this will be realized this year.
SHEC is run by a group of priests and brothers are
members of the Rogationists of the Heart of Jesus.
They believe that as followers of Jesus they must
work and live with the poor. They are now renting a
small house in one of the communities they are
serving “in order to express their sincerity to be
literally one with the poor in their journey of
liberation from the oppressive situation of poverty to
a God-centered, humane and just quality of life.”
In sourcing out needed funds and technical
assistance to supplement the poor’s livelihood
projects and trainings, SHEC establishes networking
with the government, church and non-government
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organizations, private and academic sectors in line
with their vision of a Church of the Poor to
“collaborate with the poor themselves and with others
to lift up the poor from their poverty.”
Land Acquisition
St. Hannibal Empowerment Center is assisting
Urban Poor Communities, who are informal settlers,
at 8 Barangays, namely, 143, 152, 156, 157, 165, 180,
182 and 184, Pasay City through the following
programs: Land Acquisition and Housing, Education,
Environment, Livelihood, Health, Justice and Peace,
Youth Formation and Values Formation. The said
Communities formed a Federation named St.
Hannibal Christian Community.
There are 14
People’s Organizations which constitute the said
Federation. There are 14 phases of St. Hannibal
Christian Community (SHaCC). Here are the said
phases: SHaCC Phases 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17.
The difference of Phases depends on the land
status where the Informal Settlers Families are living.
If a land is a private property, the informal settler’s
families living within the said lot form one phase.
Barangay 156, Pasay City, is where Phases 1, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 16 are located. Phases 1, 8 and 10 are
private properties; Phase 9 is a public land under the
name of the Republic of the Philippines; Phases 11
and 12 are owned by the Pasay City Government.
Phase 16 is a public road but is presently used by
informal settlers. Phase 2 is a community composed
of Informal Settlers who were living along the
waterways of Tripa de Galina and Maricaban Creek.
They came from Barangays 162, 165, 156, 157 and
180, Pasay City. They were relocated at Rodriguez
St., Malibay, Pasay City. Phase 3 is a community
who are living in a property owned by Manila
International Airport Authority. They are located at
Barangay 184, Pasay City. Phases 4 and 14 are
located at Barangay 157, Pasay City. Phase 4 is a
private property and Phase 14 is owned by the
Republic of the Philippines. Phases 13 and 15 are in
Barangay 152, Pasay City. The former is located at
the sidewalk of Apelo Cruz St. while the latter is in a
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private property. Phase 17 is composed of Informal
Settlers living along/on top of the waterways of
Pasay, namely, Tripa de Galina and Maricaban Creek.
They are coming from Barangays 143, 180 and 182,
Pasay City.
With regard to the Program on Land Acquisition
and Housing, Phase 1 owns the lot where they are
living right now through the Community Mortgage
Program of Social Housing Finance Corporation, a
National Government Agency which gives loan to
Poor Communities for Land Acquisition and Housing
Projects. There are 120 families who belong to this
phase and many families availed of the housing loan
from Pondo ng Pinoy of the Archdiocese of Manila.
Phase 2 owns the lot where they are living and
there are 11 buildings with a total number of 294
units. They also borrowed from Social Housing
Finance Corporation which they will pay for 30
years. Since the loan was not able to shoulder the
total project cost, a lot of people and groups from the
Church, Private and Business sectors donated for the
completion of the project. As of the moment,
Families are living there and are running the Estate
Management of their community.

Phase 3 is at the stage of completing the required
documents for their application for loan through
Community Mortgage Program at Social Housing
Finance Corporation.
Phases 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 are negotiating with
the respective landowners in order to proceed for the
application of loan through Community Mortgage
Program at Social Housing Finance Corporation.
Phase 15 is in the process of paying for their lot to
the owner. It is expensive because it is a Prime lot
which is along EDSA, a main Highway of Metro
Manila.
Phase 17 has submitted all the required
documents to Social Housing Finance Corporation in
order to avail of the high Density Program of the said
Institution. They will be relocated in a lot within
Pasay City and they have closed the deal with the
landowner. As of the moment, they are waiting for
the approval of the said application.
For further information
Orville.cajigal@yahoo.com
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25 Years of the Community Mortgage Program
By Ana Oliveros
Planting the Seeds for the Future
A Message to our Stakeholders and Partners
This year, we are celebrating the 25th anniversary of
the Community Mortgage Program (CMP). I saw its
birth in 1988 and I am filled with nostalgic joy when
I look back to that time and see how the CMP has
truly helped poor families at the bottom of the socioeconomic pyramid. Perhaps, what I feel is
comparable to how a mother feels seeing her child all
grown-up and productive. Truly, I am proud that for
the last 25 years, the CMP has assisted 258,540 lowincome families obtain security of housing tenure and
forge better lives for themselves. That is not a small
feat.
I have closely followed CMP’s growth – first, as a
public servant at the Presidential Commission for the
Urban Poor (PCUP), which strongly supported its
establishment; and then as part of civil society, which
made sure that the program remained at all times
faithful to its mandate. Having worked closely with
the informal settler families (ISFs) of the CMP, I
have seen first-hand how it has changed the lives of
thousands of families. I recall tears of joy of mothers
and fathers who, with their own efforts and through
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the CMP, have finally triumphed over adversity after
struggling for untold years fearing for themselves and
for their children, because of the ever-present threat
of eviction. They cry with happiness as they realize
that they could have been out in the cold streets with
nothing over their heads; instead, the CMP has saved
them. It is also poignant to see many of them paint
their homes and make other improvements after
taking out their community loan, as if to signal a new
juncture in their lives. I am happiest when I see them
go on to assist other communities by sharing their
experiences and expertise.
And for three years now, I have been privileged to
lead a hardworking SHFC team that is diligently
trying to improve the CMP to its full potential. This
year, I am happy to report that more than 16,000
additional ISFs can look forward to better lives with
the approval of 154 CMP projects.
Indeed, we at SHFC, take this celebration as an
opportunity to renew our vow to the poor families at
the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid. We shall
help them climb out of poverty through accessible
housing
programs
such as CMP. We
remain committed to
providing affordable
housing solutions that
are responsive to
their needs. We are as
steadfast as ever in
our dream of creating
inclusive cities.
In fact, beyond
the CMP, we also
have many reasons to
celebrate. The High
Density Housing
(HDH) program is
finally taking flight
with the approval of
the
program
guidelines
to
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rationalize its implementation. More importantly, we
have approved funding for six HDH projects that will
benefit almost 3,000 ISFs from danger areas and
waterways of Metro Manila. I am glad that we have
boldly taken this opportunity to participate in
improving their lives. I hope that the HDH program
will also continue to thrive decades from now as an
affordable option for ISFs. Additionally, we have
reactivated the Abot Kaya Pabahay FundDevelopment Loan Program (AKPF-DLP) and are
now exploring other social housing products that are
more financially accessible for our ISF clients.
We have also launched the Citywide Development
Approach (CDA) in partnership with the World Bank.
To effectively address the challenge of homelessness
and informality, we need to always look at the whole
city as our working unit and work with all of its
stakeholders, especially the Local Government Units
(LGUs) and the ISFs. A hodgepodge approach will
not give us the economies of scale needed to address
a challenge as huge and as complicated as poverty,
which is primarily manifested in homelessness.

To better understand the CDA, we
participated in knowledge tours in Brazil and
Thailand to learn from their experiences. The
Brazil experience tells us that subsidy is an
essential component of socialized housing
finance if it is to be truly accessible, and that
an effective subsidy scheme can be achieved
through a partnership between the national
and local government. Also, in Brazil, there is
a very strong awareness that housing must
translate to access to employment. Hence,
they adopt the seemingly counter-intuitive
policy of bringing the poor to the inner city.
This is something that our cities and key
shelter agencies must consider in designing
development programs if we are serious about
creating inclusive cities.
Like any corporation, we are always
sensitive to the needs of our clients and tailor
our services to them. Unlike other
corporations, however, ours is imbued with
public interest and social purpose. Our clients
are low-income citizens, who, just like us,
have rights to housing. However, their rights
will remain nothing but an illusion unless we
efficiently do our duty to make their rights a
reality. This is why we work with a higher
sense of urgency compared to an ordinary
corporation, knowing that thousands of lives
literally depend on us. Conscious that we
cannot delay our client ISFs’ full enjoyment
of their right to housing, we have been trying
to expedite the processing of their loan
applications. In line with this, we have not only
opened our doors wide to ISFs, we have also gone
out of our way to approach them and, with our arms
around their shoulders, guided them through the
process of availing our programs by giving them
trainings and orientations.
Together, we have planted these seeds for more
inclusive cities that take care of its poorest families.
We now invite all our partners and stakeholders to
join us in looking forward to reaping the fruits in the
immediate future, even as we know that in order to
do so, we all need to continually and faithfully water
them, together.

	
  

MA.	
  ANA	
  R.	
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President
Social Housing Finance Corp.
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Boxing and Future Champs
Introduction
Boxing is a tool to open dialogue with young
people who are not interested in school or social
projects and who often are involved in gangs or in
drugs. There is an international network of 56
community-based organizations in 21 countries
called Global Alumni Program (GAP). The
network was initiated in Brazil with the creation of
Fighting for Peace. It uses boxing and martial arts
combined with personal development to realize the
potential of young people in communities that suffer
from crime and violence.
Future Champs
The Future Champs from Cape Town is a member
of this network. Future Champs has just opened its
first satellite boxing gym made out of shipping
containers in the Philippi Township in Cape Town.
（“Philippi is known as the Cape Town city’s murder
capital.）The Philippi gym provides equipment,
training facilities and support to empower young men
and women through boxing. The gym also has a
classroom attached to it for an after school homework
support service.
At the moment, there are two boxing sessions per
day. In each session 60 young people do one hour of
boxing and one hour of homework. The new gym is
also being used as a space for local and amateur
championships. These tournaments bring the
community together and keep local residents
informed on up and coming talent.
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The organization already runs four boxing
programs in different gyms throughout the city.
Delft:
Delft is a township on the outskirts of Cape
Town, South Africa. It is situated next to the Cape
Town International Airport, Belhar, Blue Downs
& Site C, Khayelitsha. It is known for its high crime
rate, substandard schools, lack of jobs, and numerous
government-built housing projects such as the N2
Gateway. Our Delft program focuses on your younger
kids from 5 - 12 years and we have over 50 kids
enrolled in the program who train twice a week - this
program is having a major impact in a community
that is in desperate need for alternative youth
activities besides the default of crime, drug and
alcohol abuse
.

Bonny Town:

Bonny Town is a place of safety for juvenile
offenders and those
who are waiting for
trial. We started in
early 2010 with an on
going boxing and
fitness
program
which has had a huge
impact, helping the
boys
distress,
channel aggression
and discipline. We
held
our
first
tournament in March
of 2012 that was a
huge success.
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Khayalitsha:
Zola Koti runs our Khayalitsha program over the
past 15 years. It has produced several national and
world champions most notably Mzonke Fana. The
program was run in Khayalitsha in a multi purpose
facility, but Zola moved to our flagship gym that we
are building in collaboration with him in Phillipi.

Portlands:
Eddie Marshall who has over 30 years experience
in boxing runs the Portlands Boxing Club. The Club
is in the Portlands sports centre in Mitchells Plain and
has over 50 active members ranging from 6 - 23
years. Some of their members participated and
excelled at the recent national amateur boxing
champs held in Kuilsriver.

Although in its initial stages, Future
Champs aims to expand the sports as well as
other services such as life skills and career
planning. The plans for the future are to build
three more satellite gyms.
The model of Future Champs is simple:
Identify and setup satellite gyms throughout the
most under-resourced and vulnerable communities of
South Africa;
Provide sporting equipment, training, build
facilities and support to existing yet under-resourced,
passionate coaches, coordinators and youth already
making a difference through sport in their
communities; and,
Help them scale up their efforts and get kids off
the streets and into the gym!

For further information
www.futurechamps.net/
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Our Companion and Friend,
PATRICK MAGEBHULA HUNSLEY
Passed Away
He was a strong pillar of the Federation. I cannot
imagine today’s shack dwellers impact in Africa
without thinking of Patrick Magebhula Hunsley,
During the apartheid time in the first meeting
organized by Caritas for 100 representatives of
settlements, I remember the young and slender
Patrick galvanizing the audience with his wit and
resolution. He became one of the first leaders of the
movement. Later when the saving women network
scheme was chosen as the most suitable model for
Africa, he injected energy to the groups through
poems, songs and conviction. He pushed us to
support the first houses in his Piesang River
settlement in Natal to show to the community that
change was possible. However he did not own a
house. He kept worrying for the most unfortunate
companions who did not have a piece of land. He
supported land invasions.
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With his charisma he drew admiration of
ministers, and political leaders, but he challenged
them. He also challenged the Federation when he saw
that only building few thousands houses the problem
of the million of shacks dwellers will not be solved.
With the leaders of the slums organized the
Informal Settlements Network (ISN). They mobilized
whole communities to get concrete data of people
living in the settlements, toilets and water, jobs and
transportation available. With this information the
communities began to pressure the local government
to provide the necessary support to re-block and
improve their shacks, infrastructure and land security.
Patrick passed away the 5th of August 2014. We
pray that his example will continue to inspire the
people’s movement and us.
Jorge Anzorena
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FACE TO FACE
By
Patrick Hunsley Magebhula
Face to face with one another.
Face to face with reality.
Face to face with poverty.
It is for real we are poor.
It is for real we need each other.
The grass cannot live without its roots.
Government cannot survive without its people.
Fish cannot live without water.
We have to live for each other.
We have to come face to face with reality.
It is for real that we need each other.
The city cannot survive without hobos who will eat
the crumbs that fall from the rich.
We are part of daily city life.
We have come face to face with other squatters.
We have come to learn from each other.
Yes, we saw pain, courage, endurance, and perseverance
In one another's eyes.
There were no solutions to our needs.
We only had each other's unity, strength, and experience.
We were face to face with reality and poverty.

For further information:
Sasdialliance
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Regional Learning from the West Africa Hub Meeting in
Sierra Leone
Thursday, 13 March 2014
By Mara Forbes, SDI Secretariat

Thousands of people living in informal settlements
lack security of tenure placing them at high risk for
forced evictions. In the past few months many SDI
affiliates in West Africa have faced evictions – Badia
East settlement in Lagos, Nigeria, Adjei Kojo
settlement in TEMA municipality in Accra, Ghana,
and Kroo Bay in Freetown, Sierra Leone. Most of
the SDI affiliates in the West African region began in
response to the need to organize communities to stave
off eviction threats. In 2003, the SDI methodologies
for fighting eviction through community-based data
collection were introduced to community members in
Old Fadama, the largest slum in Accra. The
community was able to organize itself and conduct an
enumeration that indicated that over 79,000 people
lived in the slum, a number that had been grossly
underestimated by government. The federation used
enumeration findings to negotiate with government to
find alternatives to eviction. The Federation has
gained recognition and legitimacy as an organized
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network of poor communities that work with local
government
towards
pro-poor
development
strategies. The response in Old Fadama can not only
help other settlements in Accra and the rest of Ghana
but can also serve as a learning experience to other
newer affiliates in the region.
From the 10-14 of February 2014, SDI delegates
from West Africa - Ghana, Sierra Leone, Liberia,
Togo, Nigeria, and Burkina Faso met in Freetown to
for their regional hub meeting. The hub meetings
provide a platform for regional affiliates to create and
strengthen links across the region, to share and learn
from each other, as well as support newer affiliate
countries in developing their own local processes.
West Africa, the youngest of the SDI regions, is still
developing how to best strategically use this space to
strengthen and support the region. This meeting
focused not only on deepening the SDI rituals that are
crucial for federation development, but also key
issues facing the region such as forced evictions.
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Delegates of the meeting were able to see first hand
the challenges Sierra Leone is facing. Not far from
where the meeting was convened is Kroo Bay, a
settlement that has faced multiple evictions over the
years and was the site of a recent eviction.
Kroo Bay is one of Freetown’s waterfront slums.
Slums such as Kroo Bay are situated on land in
which the occupants have engaged in the process of
land reclamation by slowly adding soil and sand to
build up and create new land on the coast. Although
this is done with the slum dwellers own resources and
time, government frequently claims ownership of this
land. According to Freetown City Council (FCC),
Kroo Bay is prime land and Government has the
mandate to take back the land at any given time. A

section of Kroo Bay settlement is built along the
boundary of the most prestigious schools in
Freetown, The Prince of Wales Secondary School for
Boys. This is a school in which many previous
officials or those with influence have attended. On
Saturday, 25th January 2014 the Alumni Association
of Prince of Wales used its influence to hire police,
military and other individuals to vandalize and
demolish the houses in this area. The action was
undertaken on the assumption that this strip of land
belongs to the school. However residents assert their
claim to this land through the land reclamation
process and that their presence has protected the
school from flooding and rising sea levels.

As part of the hub meeting delegates participated
in a field visit to Kroo Bay. During this time
delegates were able to talk to community members
and gain a better understanding of the challenges they
face. Following these engagements, discussions at the
hub focused on how best to move from a reactive
response to evictions to proactive strategies that
engage local government.
Sierra Leone, as host of the regional meeting, was
able to use this platform as a means to strategically
capitalize on its engagement with government. In
December 2011 the Sierra Leone affiliate began
negotiations with local government over the
provision of a piece of land for a community-led
housing demonstration project to benefit the slum
dwellers of Kroo Bay. A series of engagement
sessions were held and site visits were conducted.

Given the high demand for land within the city
centre, government through the Ministry of Lands
could not identify a piece of land within the city
center and ended up allocating a piece of land (2.5
acres) in Grafton community for the project. After
multiple attempts to engage with local government
over this piece of land the process had stalled. By
hosting the hub meeting the Sierra Leone Federation
of Urban and Rural Poor (FEDURP) and its support
NGO, Centre of Dialogue on Human Settlement and
Poverty Alleviation (CODOHSAPA) were able to
demonstrate to local government the power and
strength of a network of organized slum dwellers, not
only just in Sierra Leone, but also across West Africa.
The Deputy Minister of Lands, Country Planning,
and Environment, Hon. Ahmed Kanu, paid a courtesy
visit to the hub meeting where he expressed a
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recommitment to the project on behalf of government
and the Ministry of Lands. He expressed his delight
to be part of the movement and shared how it fits into
the country’s “Agenda for Change” program that
aims to alleviate poverty, in which affordable housing
is a key output. Additionally to show his support a
meeting was held the following day to discuss the
piece of land as well as an ongoing partnership with
FEDURP and CODOHSAPA. A smaller team from
the hub attended the meeting with the Deputy
Minister and two surveyors to solidify the
commitment from the Ministry. At this time the
affiliate presented the Ministry with a communiqué
calling on the Municipality to support pro-poor
policies and practices by working with the federation
as well as fulfill its promise and materialize its
commitment by providing a piece of land for an
affordable housing project. Media personnel were
also present and captured the engagement, which ran
on the evening news as well as in the local papers.
This momentum has opened doors to the Ministry
and they now need to deepen and strengthen the
relationship through continual engagement, not only
around the piece of land but to strategically include
the Ministry as a partner in other projects. Having an
ally in the Ministry can allow the federation to scale
its activities and projects from a settlement level to a
citywide level.
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Conversations are currently being held in Sierra
Leone to think through how to strategically use this
piece of land to promote a pro-poor urban
development agenda. How this piece of land and
housing demonstration project can be used not only
to push the their agenda but to also be a precedent
setting project that allows the federation and
government to invest in similar upgrading projects
across the city as well as in other cities.
Through platforms like the hub, communities are
able to share challenges and lessons learned to
develop strategies that are responsive to their own
local context. More established affiliates such as
Ghana and their experience of engaging government
around alternatives to evictions could be a tool to
others who are still developing their own strategies.
Crucial to this meeting was understanding how
communities must evolve from short term reactive
responses (providing relief after eviction) to a long
term proactive strategies to engage and negotiate with
government prior to evictions and develop propoor inclusive alternatives.
For further information:

//www.sdinet.org/blog
www.sdinet.org
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Scaling Up Shared Latrine Options:
Karakata Settlement, Dar-Es-Salaam
By: Tim Ndezi, Director Centre for Community Initiatives (CCI), Tanzania
Noah Schermbucker, SDI Secretariat
Introduction:
This short piece describes the experiences of
shared latrines in KaraKata with specific emphasis on
technical options, tenant–landlord relationships,
community action, co-production and maintenance.
It argues that shared latrines are an important solution
in Dar’s informal settlements. Karakata is presented
as a case study aimed at fostering deeper discussion
around the issues presented.
Background:
Karakata informal settlement is located in Kipawa
Ward in Ilala Municipality, Dar-es-Salaam City,
Tanzania. It has a population of approximately
34,228 people of which 18,434 are Women and
15,794 are men. It is about 11km from the city centre
and close to the Dar-es-Salaam International Airport.
The settlement comprises approximately 7,000
households that are occupied by both landlords and
tenants. The majority of residents are tenants.
The Tanzania Federation in collaboration with the
Centre for Community Initiatives (CCI) started to

mobilize the community in Karakata to join
Federation processes in 2011. About 10 savings
groups are currently established and have saved more
than Tshs 20 millions (USD $ 12,500). A solid waste
management program and income generating
activities have been established. Like many other
informal settlements Karakata lacks improved
sanitation and sewerage disposal facilities leading to
diseases such as cholera. Improvements of latrines
have traditionally been left in the hands of
individuals with little thought given to the impact of
poor sanitation on the entire community.
In
consequence action research is now being
implemented with the aim of developing and testing
an approach to pro-poor city wide sanitation
strategies that can be adopted and driven by
federations of community organizations, and
supported by public authorities and private providers.
The research and subsequent precedents explore the
concept of community action and co-production as
essential ingredients for scaling up sanitation in
informal settlements. Characteristics of households in
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Federation Solid Waste Collection Project in Karakata

Karakata: Private landlords own most of the land in
Karakata. The plots were initially purchased from
landlords who owned huge tracts of land. Over time
the buying and selling of land led to increased density
in the settlement. The average household has 6
members but a maximum of 20 has been recorded.
As a way to optimize income most landlords
construct as many rooms for rent as possible.
Renting is the most common businesses within
Karakata. Most shared houses are constructed as a
compound with multiple small rooms of
approximately 9 square meters each under a common
roof (see image below). The rooms are often
constructed back to back around a central, exterior
courtyard. One household with more or less 5 people
usually occupies a single room. Hence the number of
people in a compound varies from 15 to 100
depending on the number of rooms. Construction and
improvement of latrines is normally the responsibility
of the landlord. However most latrines at Karakata
are in very poor condition. Interviews with landlords
indicate that lack of finance, lack of knowledge about
Technical design of the pour flush toilet: For nearly 5
years the Federation Technical Team (FTF) has used
trapezoidal blocks to line pits. The approach uses
only 4 bags of cement as compared to the
conventional methods which can use up to 10 bags of
cement, reinforcement bars and aggregates.
Community action: The construction of shared
latrines at Karakata has involved a number of actors.
These include landlords, tenants, and local
government leaders who play different roles in the
improvement of latrines within the settlement. Most
tenants, particularly women, were available during
the baseline data collection to share information that
was crucial in the planning and designing of the
scheme. Their inputs were important in determining
the types and costs of latrines to be built. Tenants are
the ones responsible for the operation and
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affordable technologies and negligence are key
reasons for not improving latrines. The presence of
tenants within a compound can place pressure on
landlords to improve the condition of latrines within
the compound.
Construction of shared latrines in Karakata: The
construction of the shared toilets at Karakata started
with the identification of 9 dedicated Federation
technicians. This team consisted of 5 women and 4
men and received "peer-to-peer" training from
Federation members from Dodoma and Dar-esSalaam. Training focused on the toilet construction
process. The Karakata team also continuously
engaged other federation teams within Dar-esSalaam.
Pour-flush toilets with trapezoidal blocks being
used to line the substructure were the technology
accepted by the Karakata community. This selection
was based on the technology's affordability to the
majority of beneficiaries. During the construction
phase roles and responsibilities among different
actors were developed. Tenants were involved in the
planning process, expressing their desires with
regards to the type of latrines to be constructed.
However the landlord, who is responsible for the cash
and material contribution in order to reduce costs,
took the final decision. In a situation of an absentee
landlord, he/she could appoint a representative
among the tenants to act on his behalf. The current
costs of latrines at Karakata varies according to
affordability levels and ranges between USD $ 300 –
600. The operation and maintenance for a household
latrine cost about USD $ 10 – 20 per month. At the
time of writing 18 latrines have been built under the
SHARE project (7 in Karakata). These 18 latrines
are providing services to approximately 550 – 1000
people in 3 settlements (Karakata, Keko Machungwa
and Vingunguti).
maintenance of latrines while landlords are

A compound in Karakata settlement
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Latrine designs

responsible for guaranteeing the capital finance used
for latrine construction. As owners of the asset,
landlords take loans from the Federation urban fund
and ensure repayment of the money borrowed.	
  The
Karakata Federation has ensured that local
government officials are involved at all stages. These
include planning, implementation, operation and
maintenance and the recovery of loans.
Co-production: Co-production is a political
strategy for the community to improve relationships
with, and support from, local government. Since

undertaking an enumeration and sanitation mapping
exercise in Karakata settlement the community has
gained considerable confidence in terms of
interacting with government officials. This has
resulted in municipal health officers agreeing to use
the federation construction team in other settlements
to train further groups in latrine construction.
Discussions indicate that in order for the
Municipality to provide finance to a community
sanitation project there is a need to closely involve
the settlement councilor.
For further information:
Tim Ndezi
Centre for Community Initiatives (CCI)
POBox 31515-Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania

Karakata community toilet construction team
standing in front of a toilet serving 12
households

  

Outside the federation office in Karakata
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Prison Ministry in Thailand
Report, January – June 2014
Brief History and Objectives
The Jesuit Foundation is a local Thai registered
foundation based in Thailand; it is run by Jesuits
Thailand. The “Prison Ministry” is one of the
programs of the Jesuit Foundation.
The Prison Ministry is a project, which assists
criminals who are held in different prisons within
Thailand. At present we care for between 1,500-1,800
prisoners in 11 prisons. Prisoners move in and out of
our list; some go to another prison, some are released,
and some pass away. Prisoners in the hospital change
all the time.

when they’re released, letter to each other between
prisoners and our team and pen pal if we can find for
them… etc.
We gave our conditions to the administration and
they gave us the names with 1922 prisoners. From
January to June 2014 we have visited 1301 of them
(65%). We have visited the prisons 155 times.
Our prison ministry in Chiangmai (North of
Thailand) started in March 2014.VWe have received
from the authority of the CM Central Prison a list of
177 prisoners from several hill tribes, poor and who
have no visitors.

The Team
The members of the team communicates with the
prisoners in Thai, English, Vietnamese, Burmese.
Laos, Indonesia, Laos

Prison Visit Difficulties
In the beginning of 2014 Thailand was still in the
middle of public demonstrations. Some times we
needed to cancel our visits. We are also limited to
visiting one ward (floor) once a month. The new
director of the Women prison in Klong Prem
Bangkok stopped the personal conversations with the
prisoners by internal phone. The Klong Pai prison

Objective
Our target group is prisoners who are poor and
have no visitors. We visit 11 prisons and 1 prison
hospital. We try to
visit each prisoner at
least once a month.
We talk with them as
friends. We provide
their basic needs with
items such as toiletries,
clothes, supplementary
food, medicine, etc.
To be with them is
our first aim. Services
given
will
be
according
to
the
prisoners’
requests.
The services vary from
medical support, items
given monthly and
Christmas
gifts,
contact with families,
contact with their
embassies, help with
transfer treaty, parole
process, welcome them
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authority canceled our
visit three times
Visiting the Families of
the Prisone
Vientianne, Laos, March
2 - 7, 2014
Within 6 days, we
managed to visit 22
families, plus two exprisoners who were
released last year. We
received a very warm
welcome
from
the
families. This visit built
up our relationship with
the prisoners’ families.
Kampa is a prisoner
in Klong Pai Prison,
Sikiew,
Nakornrachasima ; he
was arrested February
2001, a drug case, life
sentence. His wife, Thong, is a prisoner in
Nakornrachasima women prison ; she was arrested
August 2008, for a drug case, life sentence. Kampa
and Thong have 3 children, 1 son and 2 daughters.
Anna, the youngest daughter, read the letter we
brought from her father with tears. Her father taught
her in the letter… “see my life as your lesson and
don’t do anything like me, the mistake I have done
shall not happen to you.”
Anna is now studying in the College for Business
Administration. She works very hard in order to be

able to study. She takes care of her nieces (daughter
of her elder brother), sewing children’s clothes for
sale, works at the shopping center as a salesperson
during weekends, all to earn some money for her
study. We found that she is quite a good student,
works hard and tries her best to study. We will
support her and her family.
Ms.Saisa is now in the Women’s Prison,
Bangkok, Thailand. Ms.Saisa was arrested on 11
March 2008 and sentenced to 33 years 4 months.
Saisa’s father is now 92 years
old; he wonders if it will be
possible for him to meet his
daughter again. He is yearning
to hug her once again. We
brought her letter, which
Saisa’s daughter read for him.
After that he held the letter
tightly in one hand, a
handkerchief in the other hand,
while he told us how stupid
Saisamorn was to believe her
friends and to go away with
them; now she is in jail. Saisa’s
husband passed away about 8
months ago; she already got the
message.
For further information::
kep.vilaiwan@gmail.com
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Know Your City
Reflections from the Kampala Learning Center
Monday, 31 March 2014
By Skye Dobson, ACTogether Uganda

Last year as part of an external review of SDI, the
staff of ACTogether Uganda and members of the
National Slum Dwellers Federation of Uganda
(NSDFU) were asked to consider a continuum from 1
to 10, on which being a “model builder or catalyst”
was at one end and being an “operator for citywide
upgrading” was at the other. The point was not that
one was better or for us to move from one (model
builder) to the other (implementer), but to understand
the ultimate aim of our work so we can find the most
strategic ways to get there.
The discussion that followed
was revealing. It was clear
there were mixed feelings in
the community and even the
NGO staff when it came to
situating our present work
and future goals on this
continuum.
After
challenging
themselves
to
resist
proprietary
claims
to
projects, approaches, and
information, the local team
concluded that in order to
achieve scale the primary
goal is to set precedents and
catalyze more inclusive
urban development. To do
this, the Uganda federation
and support NGO, will need
to capitalize on their
comparative advantage as a
mass movement of slum
dwellers and partner and
push others toward pro-poor
development – not seek to
implement all the projects
themselves.
Personally, I was satisfied
by the conclusion of the team
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as I had been nervous for some time that as we move
to a city-wide slum upgrading agenda – increasingly
defined and measured by projects – we risk losing
focus on the community organizing that has
distinguished SDI from so many other urban
development actors. This year I feel assured this is
the right approach in the Uganda context. Some
recent developments have given concrete indications
that the so-called “soft” investments of SDI are
beginning to have a “hard” impact on city planning in
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Uganda, while staying true to the priorities,
principles, and strengths of the slum dweller
federation.
At the end of last year ACTogether and the
NSDFU began profiling and mapping slums in
Kampala. We identified 62 slum settlements and
conducted profiling in each and every one in order to
gather data on land tenure, services, housing, and
livelihoods etc. The verification process will be
complete in March 2014 and the final report will be
produced in April. This is the first time citywide
slum profiling has been conducted in Kampala and
the opportunity for ACTogether and the federation to
engage in the formulation and implementation of city
plans is significant.
As part of an effort by the city to improve
sanitation access for the urban poor, the Kampala
Capital City Authority (KCCA) and National Water
and Sewerage Corporation (NWSC) recruited
Fichtner Water and Transportation GMbH consultants
to conduct a feasibility study on 20 urban poor
parishes in Kampala. Thanks to lobbying and
advocacy in 2013, ACTogether and the National
Slum Dwellers Federation of Uganda were invited to
sit on the steering committee for the project – the
only NGO/community representatives to do so. The
international consultants were concerned by the lack
of current information on slums. Official population
data is 12 years old, gathered during the 2002 census,
and it became clear to them that this had resulted in a
serious underestimation of the present scale of slum
coverage and a failure to understand the population
shifts that have taken place as a result of eviction or
displacement.
When ACTogether and the NSDFU presented
their information from the citywide profiling, the
consultants immediately recognized its value. It was
the first time the information gathered by Ugandan
slum dwellers had been appreciated on such a highly
technical and immediately practical level. The
consultants requested we share our slums map so
they could overlay it with maps from KCCA and
NWSC in order to generate agreement on the extent
of slum settlement and prioritize the areas of
operation for the project. It was clear this was a
concrete opportunity for the information the
federation had gathered to influence planning for the
whole city and target planned improvements to
service delivery to the most vulnerable.
In Map 1, below, you can see the map produced
by KCCA in 2010, showing 31 slums (in yellow).
This is the most recent map available from the city
authority. Map 2 was produced by ACTogether and
NSDFU and shows the 62 slums (in orange) mapped
in 2014.

Map 1: KCCA Identified Slums
(From Kampala Physical Development Plan)

Map 2. ACTogether and NSDFU Slums (2014)

The consultants used these two maps and another
from National Water’s Urban Poor Unit to produce
the following map (Map 3) to propose a consensus on
slum coverage. The green areas are only confirmed
by one source (mostly ACTogether/NSDFU) as part
of the recent profiling work – highlighting what we
believe to be a critical lack of recognition for the
scope of slum coverage in the city.

Map 3: Confirmed Slum Areas, Kampala
(Fichtner 2014)
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As a result of this information, priority areas for
the project were altered to reflect on the ground
realities – a big achievement for the federation. The
consultants were able to advise government that the
scope needed to be expanded to 40 parishes and that
administrative boundaries were not sufficient to
identify slums, as some parishes are comprised of
informal and formal settlement. The development of
the feasibility study rests on conceptual guidelines
including: “placing the communities at the center of
the decision framework with a view to improve the
quality and sustainability of services and reduce
costs.” ACTogether and the NSDFU have
demonstrated their relevance to this process and
eagerly anticipate slum dwellers being part of the
decision framework in a way that is unprecedented in
Uganda.
Last month ACTogether and the National Slum
Dwellers Federation of Uganda were contacted by
KCCA’s Strategic Planning Department requesting us
to support them to gather the most recent information
on slums to assist with the formulation of the
Kampala Five Year City Strategic Plan, which will
include a slum redevelopment component. This
month we will present to the Management Committee
of KCCA and present a draft MOU for partnership
that will enable us to leverage our data to achieve
significantly more substantial partnership between
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slum dwellers and the city – especially as the city
embarks upon the precinct physical development
planning process for implementation of the Master
Plan (2012).
Here in the Uganda learning center it is clear that
Knowing Your City is the critical fist step in planning
for your city. The comparative advantages of slum
dweller communities to Know Their City is obvious
and gaining recognition from an increasing number
of state and non-state actors at a very practical level.
In Uganda the federation and ACTogether are
increasingly finding a balance between technical and
community knowledge, recognizing that both are
necessary and the challenge is to find creative
combinations of community and expert knowledge
and practice. As the federation and government learn
from each other and adapt their strategies accordingly
we truly see a movement toward collaborative
planning. This kind of partnership goes beyond
merely the debates required to shape plans, and
extends community participation into the realm of
delivery, implementation and management.
For further information:
actogetheru@fastmail.fm
<ariana@sdinet.org>
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The Nuns on The Bus
Their name comes from the fact that they tour the
country on a bus. Who are these nuns? They are an
outgrowth of an organization known as Network,
which was created by a small group of socially
conscious Catholic sisters in 1971. Network has
grown into a visible voice of socially responsible
Catholicism active in the USA today.
The Nuns on the Bus are calling attention to the
America's social injustice and calling to do better.
For instance they recognize that poverty and hunger
is a widespread and growing problem in the United
States. Hence the Nuns are working hard to:
•   Oppose budget cuts that would worsen
Americans' access to affordable food;
•   Campaign
•   tens of thousands child-refugees on the
Southern to raise the minimum wage;
•   Provide an adequate health coverage that
saves lives; and,
•   Think in the border.
Just a few days ago, Sister Simone Campbell, the
public face of the Nuns, spoke out on this crisis. We
must avoid the temptation to build walls around the
border, thereby "creating a virtual fortress America."
Comprehensive legislative action is called for. The
criminal gangs that have instigated much of this crisis
must be confronted. And above all, the innocent
children who are suffering so grievously must be
comforted and given adequate food and shelter and
health care. Jesus would expect no less. In carrying
on their mission, however, the Nuns have faced
opposition.
In different years, the Nuns have tackled different
themes. In 2012, the Nuns aimed to draw attention to
nuns’ work with the poor and to protest planned aid
cuts. In 2013, the theme was immigration reform.
The Nuns' journeys are sponsored by Network.
First Tour
The bus tour began on June 18, 2012 in Iowa and
ended on July 2 in Washington D.C. It covered 2700
miles and nine states. The tour stopped at homeless
shelters, food pantries, schools and health care
facilities run by nuns to highlight their work with the
nation’s poor and disenfranchised" and "to protest
cuts in programs for the poor and working families in

the federal budget that was passed by the House of
Representatives

In September 2012, the Nuns rode the Staten
Island Ferry at the end of a tour of Upstate New
York. They toured the state of Ohio over 1000 miles,
starting on October 10 and ending on October 15,
2012.

The "Nuns on the Bus" advocacy against
proposed budget cuts including "food stamps,
social services block grants, the child tax
credit and other vital programs" aligns with the
policy of US Conference of Catholic Bishops.

The Nuns' 2013 tour concerned immigration
reform. The first stop on this tour was Liberty State
Park, with views of Ellis Island, an important place in
the American history of immigration. At this event,
Monsignor Kevin Sullivan endorsed the work of the
sisters.
For further information:
www.networklobby.org/bus
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The Zimbabwe National Association of Housing Cooperatives
(Zinahco)
The Zimbabwe National Association of Housing
Cooperatives (ZINAHCO) is the apex organization of
Zimbabwe’s housing cooperatives, representing over
150 cooperatives with over 7,200 members
throughout the country. Housing cooperatives are
typically formed around groups of workers from a
single company or industry, or of people from the
same geographic location. Cooperative members
pool their resources together, ensuring that all
members benefit and can improve their living
conditions.
After joining CLIFF in 2011, ZINAHCO has this
year begun a unique housing program for
Zimbabwe’s low-income families. Using CLIFF
funds, ZINAHCO’s housing program provides
monthly loans to housing cooperatives: groups of
low-income families who typically reside in poor
quality and expensive rental accommodation. Using
the loans, the cooperatives gradually build houses for
each of their members and, regardless of whether
they have yet received a house; each member helps to
make monthly repayments back to ZINAHCO. With
each monthly loan, the cooperative is able to build
further houses and help more families. The homes are
jointly owned by the cooperative
until all members have their own
home, at which point they are
officially handed over to the
occupants.
ZINAHCO has worked closely
with the CLIFF team and Rooftops
Canada over the year to develop this
finance and housing program and
undertook extensive consultation
with cooperatives to ensure that the
system would work in different
areas. Through providing training in
loan management and construction
to the cooperatives, ZINAHCO has
helped to develop the capacity of
these cooperatives to ensure the
sustainability of the program.
Because of the community-led
nature of the project and because
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ZINAHCO provides cooperatives rather than
individual loans, ZINAHCO’s small team is able to
manage this large program with relatively small
overheads. It is now steadily recovering these
overheads through the affordable interest charged to
cooperatives and it expects to fully cover its costs
within two years. In the long-term, it will have a
sustainable revolving fund.
For further information:
ZINAHCO
50 Bradfield Road
Hillside Harare
Zimbabwe

Co-op Housing Makes a
Difference in Zimbabwe
By ZINAHCO and Rooftops Canada
Since mid-2012 when the Zimbabwe National

Association

of

Housing

Cooperatives

(ZINAHCO) secured capital funding, members have
been working overtime digging foundations, raising
walls and roofing core houses. Six hundred

SELAVIP

households have already moved into these two-room
starter homes, under construction in all parts of the
country, and another 500 families are scheduled to
move in by the end of the year.
Chemedzai, a recently widowed mother of three
sons and a member of the Kushinga Housing
Cooperative in Chiredzi head one of these
households, 433 km southeast of Harare. Chemedzai
and her family used to rent a single room, but each
evening the children would have go over to their
uncle's place to sleep. Chemedzai's life changed in
February 2013 when the family moved into a newly
built house. Her husband was very ill but the two
rooms as well as a bathroom with a toilet made a
huge difference in their lives. The shame of sending
her children away each night ended and the larger
space and amenities made it easier to care for her
husband. The privacy of the new home afforded the
family the dignity of receiving the many well-wishers

who came to visit her husband. When he passed away
in June 2013 the family mourned but was able face
the future with the comforting knowledge that he had
left them with a home.
Chemedzai is clear and confident when she
declares, "With freedom from the nagging landlords I
no longer feel vulnerable." She now has the space
and freedom in her co-op to raise chickens and
operate a small retail business that is producing a
steady income.
For further information
"Rooftops Canada" <thandi@rooftops.ca
ZINAHCO
50 Bradfield Road
Hillside Harare
Zimbabwe

Chemedzai in front of her new house
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